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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES.

Perkins Institution and Mass. School, for the Blind, \

Boston, Sept. 30, 1877. t

To the Members of the Corporation

:

Gentlemen,— Wc, the undersigned Trustees, have

the honor to submit to you, and through you to the

Executive of the Commonweahh and to the Legisla-

ture, the forty-sixth annual Report upon the afFah'S of

the Institution.

Tliis communication covers the financial year, ending

Sept. 30, 1877, and includes all documents and mforma-

tion requked by law and usage.

Synopsis of the History of the past Year.

Since our last report, nothing has interfered with

the onward progress of the Institution ; but general

prosperity has reigned in all its departments.

The quarterly reports of the Dhector made to our

Board have set forth in detail the admissions and dis-

charges. The present number of l)liiid persons imme-

diately connected witli the Institution as pupils, instruct-

ors, and workmen or workwomen, is 16"J.
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Although the past season has been marked m the

neighborhood by the prevalence of fatal diseases, the

health of the pupils has been very good. No death

and no case of serious illness have occurred.

The sanitary arrangements of the Institution are in

a very satisfactory condition. The supervision of the

Medical Inspector, Dr. Homans, has been efficient and

thorough. A plentiful supply of wholesome food,

selected and prepared with due regard to the health

of the mmates, has been furnished.

The year has been marked by an unusual degree of

harmony and uninterrupted advancement.

The purpose of the Institution, which is solely to give

to sightless children the same kind and degree of in-

struction as can be had in the best common schools for

those who see, and to train them up to industry and to

useful professions, has been steadily and successfully

pursued.

The fidelity and cordial co-operation of the teachers

and officers, and the comfort and happiness of the

inmates, are subjects of heartfelt congratulation.

Commendable industry has prevailed in the various

departments of the Institution, and yielded good fruits.

The pupils have been generally obedient and orderly,

and most of them have shown considerable earnestness

in availing themselves of the educational advantages

offered to them.

An annual examination of all the classes, held at the

close of the term, was attended by most of the members

of our Board ; and we had occasion to observe that the

school has been conducted with marked ability and

success by the same young ladies who gave us suf-
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ficicnt proof of tlioiu skill and fi(l(^lity as teachers the

preceding; term.

Such is, in l)ri(>f. the liistory of the Institution during

the past year. To j)ut it in few words : Kindness and

fidelity on the part of the officers ; devotion and patient

endeavor on the part of the teachers ; cheerful ohedi-

ence and studiousness on the part of the ])upils, have

characterized the school. As a consequence, jDcace and

order have prevailed without any parade of rules and

regulations ; steady advancement has been made with-

out undue stimulus ; and discipline has been maintained

without severity. In the cause of education, as in other

benevolent enterprises, zeal, industry, purity of purpose,

and readmess to profit by the teachings i)f experience,

seldom fail of their reward.

Condition and Prospects of the Institution.

We take great pleasure in re})orting that the Institu-

tion continues in a flourishing condition, and that it

maintains its high character for usefulness. Its value

as one of the most effective agencies for raising the

blind in the social scale, is growing from year to year.

Its capacity to do good is steadily increasing ; and

the comforts and conveniences which it affords are

constantly multiplied. The methods of instruction

employed in its several departments are of the most

approved kind ; and its system of education is faith-

fully carried out by a band of earnest workers.

Whatever improvements study or experience has

developed, have been promptly introduced in our

school ; and its officers have not been behind the times

2
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in devising means for securing to the pupils that degree

of culture and enjoyment of which they may be capable.

The establishment has thus come to be well equipped

and adequately supplied with most of the appliances

and instrumentalities necessary to render the training

of the blind energetic and efficient. The main object

of all appointments and exercises is to develop and

strengthen in the pupils those powers, from which is

derived the true dignity of man, and to enable them to

undertake successfully the duties and relations of prac-

tical life.

While the present condition and prospects of the In-

stitution are such as to satisfy the wishes of its friends

;

and while the near future seems to be pregnant with

promise of extended usefulness,— we cannot lose sight

of the fact, that it is harder to maintain excellence than

to devise and establish it. Still, the continued success of

the establishment during the past year encourages us to

think that the realization of the lofty asphations and

noble expectations of its great founder is not beyond

the reach of earnest purpose and well-directed efforts.

Let us hope that the fruit of nearly half a century's

labor, in one of the worthiest and most beneficent works

of humanity, will be cherished and preserved for the

benefit of hundreds of sightless children, who will

claim at our hands the means of intellectual and moral

hght.

Finances.

The report of the Treasurer, Mr. Henry Endicott,

accompanied by a detailed statement of his cash

account, is herewith submitted.
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It furnishes an exhibit of the receipts of money from

all sources, and of the (lisl)ursements made for all pur-

poses, and shows that the finances of the Institution are

in a satisfactory condition.

The total receipts during the past year have

been |70,i73 17

Total expenditiu'e .... 67,636 42

This leaves a cash balance in the treasury of $2,836.-

75, against 5j^3,848.21 on the wrong side of the sheet at

the commencement of the year.

For specific mformation in regard to the principal

articles piu'chased, theii- quantity, and the aggregate

price paid for each, you are referred to an analysis of

the stewai'd's account, which is hereto appended.

According to this account, of the f58,162.59 which is

the total amount of cUsburscments made by him, $6,-

392.-1:6 have been paid for improvements and repau's ;

$7,103.86 for stock to be manufactured in the work-

shop for adult blind persons ; and the balance, $44,666.-

27 for maintenance, instruction, superintendence, books,

musical mstruments, fuiiiiture, apparatus, &c.

The finances have been managed with exactness, and

upon a system which experience has demonstrated to be

sound. All purchases have been made for cash, and

great care has been exercised m seciuing the best

terms for the Institution. Every dollar has been

expended prudently, and can be properly accounted for,

and frugality has been one of the marked features of

the establishment.

Vouchers for each item of expense are obtained.
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They are numbered, recorded, and placed on file in the

office, and can be inspected and examined at any time.

Although the number of pupils provided for during

the past year has been larger than usual, and the de-

mand for improved appliances and apparatus increasing,

yet, by guarding against unnecessary expenses in every

direction, and by the practice of strict economy, we

have been able to supply all the Avauts of the Institu-

tion without withholding any thing that was deemed

conducive to the comfort and welfare of the inmates,

and to keep its diverse departments in good working

order.

Our auditors have kept a general supervision over

the expenditures of the establishment, examining every

month's accounts regularly, and have certified that they

have been correctly kept, and every disbursement

properly authenticated.

It is not a form of mere repetition, but from a sense

of conscientious duty, that the Trustees gladly bear tes-

timony to the efficient and courteous manner, in which

the Treasurer, Mr. Endicott, as well as the auditors,

Messrs. E. E. Apthorp and S. G. Snelling, have dis-

charged their respective duties.

Improvements and Repairs.

By careful attention to the management of the house-

hold and judicious administration of the funds of the

Institution, we have been able, not only to meet all the

current expenses, but to execute some of the improve-

ments and repau's which seemed to require immediate

attention.
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GaUfnj, Sclioni (tiul Work Rooms for tlic Girls.

The most inipoitant of the former is the erection of

a (jaUcrij where the girls walk in inclement weather,

and take exercise under shelter during recesses.

This building is about 3.30 feet long, 10 feet wide,

and 10 feet high, and connected at one end with the

basement of the school-house. It is so conveniently

situated, and so well protected on all sides from the

weather, as to make a most desirable place for the girls

to be in during recesses and free time, even on the

stormiest days, and carry on all sorts of exercises,

accompanied by any amount of fun and frolic.

The value of this improvement to the female pupils

cannot be overestimated. A little reflection will sllo^^

that it is a great addition to the means for the develop-

ment of the bodily powers, attending which comes a

correspondmg increase of intellectual capacities.

Most of the inmates are sent to us with stunted

growth, and a languid circulation of blood, which, of

course, causes languor and feebleness in the functions of

the physical system, and also bearing about them the

marks of the sad effects of timid affection and unwise

mdulgence on the part of their parents. They appear

pale, puny, stooping in gait, hesitating of tread, awk-

ward in movement, and indifferent to activity. Thus

the fu'st thmg they need is to have their systems mvigo-

rated and toned up, and their circulation stimulated, so

that their brains may be able to carry on healthy and

vigorous tlnnking. The occupations in the school-room

alone, however sensibly they may be regulated, tend to

increase rather than to rectify physical defects. They
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have, of course, direct reference to the mind. But

mental operations are solely dependent upon the condi-

tion of the brain ; and the regularity of all cerebral

functions rests upon the soundness and normal activity

of those of the rest of the body. Hence the healthful-

ness of our animal economy in its totality is the main

stay in the structure of education. Food, digestion,

cleanliness, pure air, exercise, play, and aU the external

circumstances which make a cheerful impression upon

the mind, are the chief agents in the development and

maintenance of health, physical comfort, strength, and

activity.

It is in view of this fact that the gallery has been

erected, and we trust that it will prove conducive in

many ways to the well-being of our pupils.

Half of the play-room in the basement of the ghls'

school-house has been fitted up as a recitation room, and

has been supplied with a spacious case for philosophical

and other apparatus. The other half has been made a

work-room for classes in sewing, seating cane-bottomed

chairs, and various other manual occupations. The

interior of the music and school rooms in the same

building has been painted, and the woodwork var-

nished.

Repairs in the Main Building.— New Store-Room, Sec.

This building, which has stood for forty years in a

very exposed situation, and has moreover been subjected

internally to somewhat rough usage by its numerous in-

mates, needs constant repairs in order to be preserved

from rottenness, and kept in a decent condition. Hence

the walls of its corridors in the upper stories have been
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rc])aintod, the woodwork gTaincd, and tlio ccilin'j^s

whitewashed. The floois of one of the (hninji^-roonis

and of tlie workshop for tlie younger hoys, ha\e been

rchiid with southern pine, and the walls of the latter

partly replastered and partly sheathed with matched

boards.

The store-room, which had stood for some time luider

the library, causing some annoyance in warm weather,

has been moved outside of the huilding, and located

in the old wood-shed which has been renovated for the

purpose.

An iron pipe connected with the high-water service,

has been extended from the basement to the attic, with

openmgs on each story, to which is attached a hose long

enough to reach the end of the remotest room. This

arrangement renders the building quite safe from fire,

which, in an establishment like ours, may prove the

du'est of all calamities.

All the above and several other minor improvements

and repaks have been planned and executed with the

utmost economy, and with a sole ^dew to the comfort,

convenience, welfare, and safety of the household.

Change of the Name of the Institution.

The present name of the Institution does not give a

correct idea of its nature or objects. On the contrarv,

it is calculated to suggest a false one, and to mislead

those who read or hear it.

The word asi/Ium therein contained designates the

establishment as what it is not, and never should be

suffered to become ; namelv, a home or retreat for the
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residence and permanent maintenance of blind persons

who are superannuated, or too infirm in body or feeble

in intellect to take care of themselves.

The Institution was always intended as a school for

sightless youth, and has been so conducted as to prevent

it from degenerating into an asylum or refuge. Enlight-

ened experience and true philanthropy alike demand

that it should strictly preserve its educational charac-

ter, and confine itself to its legitimate business, which is

to give its pupils thorough instruction ; to improve their

physical condition and perfect the delicacy of then' re-

maining senses ; to develop their intellectual and moral

natures ; to increase their capacity for usefulness ; to

prepare them as well as possible for making their own

way in the world, and becoming worthy and happy

members of society ; and, having done this, to send

them away to their homes, just as our public schools and

private academies do, to rely upon their own efforts and

upon the encouragement and assistance received at the

hands of their friends and neighbors for success in life.

Persons of formed habits and unguarded tendencies, or

who are advanced in years and dependent ujDon charity

alone for support, belong anywhere rather than in a

school where all influences, surroundings, and associa-

tions should serve to fill the young blind with courage,

cheerfulness, confidence, and hope, and help to develop

in them the love of industry, self-respect, and manli-

ness.

It is evident, then, that the nature and objects of our

school are not only in dissonance, but in direct antago-

nism, with the character of a permanent home for the

blind. That the existence of such homes or asylums is
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undesirable or e^ en injurious to those whom they are

intended to hel]), a few words will suffice to prove.

Beneficence has truly a miraculous effect when j^uided

by wisdom, and practised in strict conformity with the

law which governs the relations of human society ; but

not otherwise. It depends in great measure upon the

principles which lie at the foundation of its o^'ganization,

and upon the way in which it is administered. If its

benefits are conferred with a due consideration of the

requu'ements of true humanity and social philosophy,

and with a view to the personal dignity and self-respect

of the recipients, they are great both to the individual

and to the community ; but if they are distributed in

such w^ise that their acceptance involves a feeling of

dependence, they become valueless. For individual in-

pendence is one of the most important essentials to hu-

man happmess ; and the ability to work is its only sure

basis. Eleemosynary institutions, therefore, no less than

others, should be supplied not only with strmgent rules

for their government, with spacious dormitories, dining-

rooms, kitchens, and cooking-apparatus, but shoidd also

possess, in good workmg order, all the appliances and

agencies w^iich are necessary to develop the powers and

increase the capacities of their beneficiaries for useful-

ness and self-support, thus raising them from the ranks

of paupers to those of industrious and independent citi-

zens

Now, the scope and organization of asylums do not

offer any of these advantages. On the contrary, they

render the lives of thcii' inmates aimless and well nigh

useless, because they remove from them the necessity

of domg something for themselves. They deprive them
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of many humanizing influences, and increase clannish

spu'it, and a tendency to morbidness, by making them

associate very closely with each other. They offer in-

ducements to laziness and idleness, the rust of which

soon begins to eat into the soul of man, and to paralyze

every thing that acts as a spur to industry. They

are not favorable to the development of generous and

manly virtues, and by thwarting the natural growth of

the human affections, breed moral evils and loathsome

, vices. Such places are, in short, museums of drones

rather than hives of diligent workers, and crush the

spu'it while they seem to aid the body.

Considerations like these have led the management

of the Institution, since the date of its foundation to

resist every tendency that might cast over it even the

shadow of an asylum. These considerations have exer-

cised considerable influence in forming its general pol-

icy, and have had due weight in a decision taken some

time since to discontinue the boarding of adult blind

persons in the main building, thus protecting innocent

and pure-minded children from undesirable associations,

and at the same time preserving the proper character of

the school.

The Institution has, moreover, been placed by law

under the supervision of the board of education, instead

of that of the board of state charities. This change

of jurisdiction has removed it entirely from the category

of eleemosynary establishments, and acknowledged it as

an important link in the great chain of common schools,

to the benefits of which the sightless have the same

right as ordinary children.

Thus the word asylum attached to it as a mere misno-
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mcr, and tlio Trustoos having a<^rccd, without a dissent-

ing vote, to propose an alteration of the present name,

so as to read " Perkins Institution and Massachusetts

School for the BUnd," present the matter for your con-

sideration. The eighth section of the Act of incorpora-

tion confers upon you full powers to make the change

if you deem it expedient.*

Legacy of Miss Charlotte Harris.

Another name has recently been added to the noble

ranks of the benefactors of the blind. The late Miss

Charlotte Harris of this city has crowned a life adorned

with many acts of charity and benevolence by a liberal

legacy of |80,0()() to this Institution, "the interest

and income of which are to be applied to the care,

maintenance, and relief of indigent blind persons,

preference being given, as far as may be convenient,

to those w^ho, at the time of their application for relief,

are mhabitants of the Charlestown district of the city

of Boston, and are advanced in years."

This most munificent gift is very gratifying, both

from its amount and as an evidence of the esteem and

appreciation in which the Institution is held.

As there w^as some doubt respecting the conditions by

which the legacy was accompanied, the Trustees, after

careful deliberation and consultation, have concluded to

submit to the supreme court, through the executor of

the will, Mr. William Minot, a friend of the blind,

* At tlie annual meeting of the Corporation, held on the 3(1 of October, it

was iinanimously voted, that the ''Institution shall hereafter be called and

known as Pekkixs Institutiox and Massachusetts School for the

Bliio)."
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the question whether or no the language of the will

brings the bequest within the purview of the charter of

the Institution.

It is hoped not only that the answer of the court will

be favorable to the interests of the Institution, but that

the sympathy, co-operation, and practical encouragement

of the opulent and humane will continue without relaxa-

tion, to the end that our establishment may attain a still

higher degree of efficiency in all its departments and

appointments.

There is at this moment great need of more aid than

can be furnished by the ordinary income of the Insti-

tution, for carrying out several projects of great im-

portance to the blind. There are many which we

might name ; but we must confine ourselves to the

following :
—

Firstly. In order to supply the demand for books

printed in raised characters, and for improved appliances

and mechanical devices for educational purposes and

tangible illustrations, a special fund is needed. The

interest of this fund should be applied to increasing the

library of the blind, constructing apparatus of all kinds,

and adding to the means for thorough instruction such

facilities as experience may suggest and progress de-

mand.

Secondly. A gymnasium is wanted, where physical

training can be had by such methods as to secure sys-

tematic and progressive development. About $4,500

will be sufficient to erect one, and furnish it with the

most approved apparatus.

Thirdly. A permanent fund is required, the income

of which should be devoted to paying the salaries of a
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clerk, salosmmi. ;ni(l oAorsecr of work, and tli(> rent of

a hiv^^c and coniniodious store in the city, where the

wares manufactured by the bHnd can be so conspicuously

and advantap^eously displayed as to attract a larger

number of purchasers than we now have. Such a fund

w^ould relieve the industrial deiiartnient of the heavy

burden of rent for a sales-room, and at the same time

help to dispose of all articles made Ijy the blind which

are i)ut in the market, thereby eking out the Avages of

men and women who can earn nearly but not quite

enough to support themselves and keep out of the

almshouse.

These are the most pressing wants of the Institution

at present. Bequests for philanthropic projects are con-

stantly made. There can be none, however, of a nobler

and purer benevolence than that which promises to fur-

nish the blind with moral and intellectual light, to build

up and strengthen their physical constitution, and to en-

able them to compete with the seeing workmen, and to

earn their own livelihood by their own. labor. These

subjects touch the vital interests of a large number of

our fellow-men, and are really worth the attention of

those W'ho may be turning their thoughts toward mak-

ing such a disposition of tlieii- fortunes as shall cause

them to bear fruit through ages to come.

Tin: IIowE Memorial Fund.

A large edition of the memoir of Dr. Howe has been

printed in raised characters, and a number of copies are

alreadv in use at our Institution and elsewhere. After

all the expenses for printing and binding were paid, a

small surplus of about tlu'ce hundred dollars was left,
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which, by a vote of the committee, has been invested to

serve as the nucleus of a special fund, known as the

" Howe Memorial Fund," for embossing books for the

blind, in accordance with the purpose and well-known

wishes of their lamented friend and great benefactor.

To this fund will henceforth go all the proceeds of the

sale of copies of the memou- ; and we trust liberal dona-

tions will soon swell it. No worthier object could be

found, either for the application of the above-named

small balance, or for dhect gifts from the charitably

disposed, than that of increasing the Hbrary of books in

raised characters.

Blind childi'en need, far more than seeing ones, the

aid and comfort which a library gives. Cut off in so

great a degree from communion with the external world,

they are at great disadvantage in the acquisition of ob-

jective knowledge, which is not only a healthful stimu-

lus, but very essential pabulum to the variety and force

of subjective thought. They long, therefore, for intel-

lectual light, for the means of cheering their lonely

hours, for books by which their minds may be strength-

ened and their hearts comforted. But they are generally

too poor to have them printed to order, or even to pur-

chase them at actual cost. On the other hand, the use

and circulation of such books are so limited that no

publisher would undertake to issue them with the

expectation of being compensated for the expense by

the profits of theu' sale.

In view of these facts, the late Dr. Howe entered

into the enterprise of embossing books with the earnest-

ness and enthusiasm which characterized him in all his

philanthropic undertakings ; and it was owing to his un-
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ceasing efforts and unwearied exertions that the work

of creating a library and constructing improved appa-

ratus for the blind of this country originated \\ itli our

Institution, and has been mostly carried on here, 'i'he

enterprise proved to be a success; but, as there was nowhere

a permanent fund for its support, he had great difficulty

in begging the money from various sources ; and although

the obstacles were numerous, and sometimes dishearten-

mg, he contmued the work, with occasional interruptions,

until a little while before his death, when he was obliged

to stop it for lack of means. Thus a large number of

books has been printed ; and they are like good seeds

planted in fertile soil that will bear abundant fruit

through many seasons. But more books are urgently

needed ; and it is hoped that the " Howe Memorial

Fund " will be mcreased by gifts and bequests, until its

annual income shall become sufficient to supply the

means for prmting books and constructing a])pliances

and apparatus adapted to the sense of touch.

It would be difficult to point out an undertaking

commending itself more readily to the understandmg

and heart of all who will look at it closely, or itiore

deserving of encouragement, than that of opening to the

sightless those higher soui-ces of instruction and hitel-

lectual pleasure which are freely enjoyed by their- more

fortunate fellow-creatures. A library for the blind is

truly a grand and enduring monument to humanity;

and we earnestly hope that it may enter into the hearts

and thoughts of some who have the stewardship of

riches to lend part of theu' substance to its erection.
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Work Department for Adults.

The accounts of this department show that it has not

been exempt from the effects of the general and con-

tinued depression in business. All things considered,

however, it has done better the past year than during

the preceding one.

The receipts from all sources amounted to $12,730.-

89, being less by $967.91 than those of the preceding

year. The balance agamst the department is $1,749.27,

against $3,607.31 paid out of the treasury for the year

before the last.

There has been about the same number of blind

persons employed to do the work, and the amount of

wages paid to them was $3,227.23.

This exhibit shows the exact condition of the work-

shop for adults ; and the Trustees beg leave to make a

brief statement of facts, and call the attention of theu*

fellow-citizens to it.

For many years this department assisted a large

number of blind persons to become self-supporting. It

has su]3plied them with remunerative occupation, and

thus rescued them from the grasp of poverty, and the

unpleasantness of the almshouse. It has smoothed the

pathway of life of those on whom the hand of affliction

had pressed heavily, and has enabled them to secure

for themselves, by industry and diligence, the comforts

of home and the inestimable enjoyments of domestic

happiness which, in the language of Cowper, is " the

nurse of vktue, and the only bliss of paradise that

has survived the fall." But during the last four years

the depressed condition of all kinds of industry has
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afFcctcd its ])rospcrity, and the rontiniianco of its opera-

tions at an annnal loss becomes a iiialter of serious

tliou<;lit and consideration Avith us. An increase of our

sales and custom work will allow us to furnish constant

employment all the year round to a f^reatei- number of

workmen, and relieve* the concern from all embarrass-

ments.

An establishment which confers such benefits on blind

persons, and enables them to take theh* place in the

social ranks, is deserving of the liberal sup]iort of the

wealthy and benevolent. We ask nothing on the

ground of charity ; but appeal to the generosity and

sense of justice of the community. AMiat is needed for

the continued maintenance of this very important

department is work, custom work, work of any kind,

and we beg the friends of the sightless to give it to

them. We solicit then* patronage on a strictly business

footing. Our wares are made in a substantial manner,

of the best materials, and are sold at the lowest possible

wholesale and retail prices.

Some of the purchasers labor mider the impression

that they are expected to jiay more at the store of the

Institution than they need give elsewhere. This is a

mistake. The contrary is quite true. Our rule is to

let the goods speak for themselves, and not to suggest

that favor be shown by the way of trade to the blind by

paying a cent more than the worth of tlu* articles. In

truth, our customers have been charged less in our sales-

room for mattresses, pillows, cushions, feather-beds, and

the like, than they would have paid elsewhere for wares

of the same stock and workmanship. A^\^ are aware

that there are factories wliich offer inducements to

4
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purchasers in the form of low prices ; but it should be

borne in mind that there is a great deal of deception

practised in the quality of materials, and particularly in

the adulteration of hau\ This is a serious matter for

the purchaser, because he is usually placed wholly at

the mercy of the manufacturer. It is not easy to detect

poor work, and it is almost impossible to tell how much

hau- cut from cattle and different dead animals is mixed

with that of the manes and tails of living horses, which

is the best, the most durable, and consequently the

costliest. One of the leading importers of genuine

horse-hair from South America asserts that ours and

one other are the only concerns in the city of Boston

where the so called long-drawn hard hau' is used. This

is valuable testimony.

We are anxious to extend the business of our work-

shop, and to increase the number of customers ; and to

this end we reiterate with emphasis the assurance that

the guiding principle observed in the management of

the concern has been, is, and ever will be, fan* dealing

and strict honesty, from which no workman or employe

will be allowed to depart.

In order that the doors of the industrial department

for adult blind persons may be kept open, and assistance

may be ' given to those who are ready and eager to help

themselves, this appeal is earnestly addressed to the

public, with the hope that it will be responded to with

that generosity and benevolence which have always

distinguished the inhabitants of the citv of Boston.
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Conclusion.

In closing this record of events of anotlicr year, we

are pleased to say that the affairs of the Institution

have been so conducted as to receive our approbation.

Frequent visits and a careful examination of the

mternal economy of the establishment, made by the

committees and intUvidual members of our Board, have

satisfied us that the wants of the inmates have at all

times been supplied 'VNdth promptness and discretion,

and that nothing is omitted which may contribute either

to the comfort and happiness of the pupils or to the

safety of the household.

The Trustees again earnestly invite the members of

the corporation and those of the executive of the

Commonwealth and of the Icgislatiu'e to visit the Insti-

tution as often as they can, and see for themselves the

condition of the household, the improvement of the

pupils, and the benefit they are deri^'ing from the aid

aftbrded to them by the State.

This invitation is cordially extended to the go-\crnors,

representatives, and other officials of all the New Eng-

land States, and to the benevolent and generous-mmded

of all parts of the country. We are sure that few

visitors enter the school without being liigldv pleased

with the exercises and proficiency of the pupils. Few

leave it without being thoroughly convinced of its use-

fulness and -salue to the blmd. Few indeed can inspect

it carefully Avithout feeling that it should be cherished

and sustamed as one of the most beneficent and noblest

institutions of our land.

The liberal prmciples upon which the establishment
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is conducted, the broad and sound policy adopted in its

management, the results at which it aims, and the

efficiency with which its work is carried on, recommend

it to the continued favor of the legislature, and to the

attention of the public.

The report of the Director, with all statistical and

other exhibits, showing the operations and results of the

year, and the present condition of the Institution, its

prospects and needs, is hereto appended.

All which is respectfully submitted by

JOSIAH QUINCY,

ROBERT E. APTHORP,
JAMES STURGIS,

EDWARD N. PERKINS,

JOHN S. DWIGHT,
GEORGE W. AYALES,

ANDREW P. PEABODY,
FRANCIS BROOKS,

SAMUEL G. SNP:LLING,

JOSEPH B. GLOVER,

J. THEODORE HEARD,
HENRY LEE HIGGINSON,

Trustees.

Boston, Oct. 3, 1877

At the annual meeting of the Corporation, summoned

according to the by-laws, and held this day at the Institu-

tion, the foregoing was adopted, and ordered to be printed,

together with the usual accompanying documents; and the

officers for tlie ensuing year were elected.

M. Anagnos, Secretary.
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llEPORT OF THE DIRECTOR.

To the Trustees :

Ge>^tlemen,— It is customary that the Director pre-

sent an annual account of the condition of the Institu-

tion, of its internal administration, of the advancement

of its objects, and of its wants and prospects.

In compliance with this requu'ement I have the

honor to submit to your consideration a brief review of

the history of the establishment during the past year,

accompanied by such thoughts and observations on the

subject of the education of the blmd as the various

topics upon which it touches may suggest.

No untoward event has interrupted or disturbed the

usual quiet course of things, and the year has not been

marked by any uncommon occurrences.

The exercises in the different departments of the

Institution have been carried on with regularity, and

borne good fruit.

Steady progress has been made by the pupils in their

various studies, music, and handicraft, and their deport-

ment has been marked by order and decorum.

The teachers, officers, and employes have discharged

then- respective duties faithfuUy and hai-moniously.
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Number of Inmates.

The total number of blind persons connected with

the Institution at the beginning of the past year, as

pupils, teachers, employes, and workmen or work-

women, was 155. There have entered since, 31 ; 24

have been discharged ; so that the present total num-

ber is 162. (Males 93, females 69.)

Of these, 145 are in the school proper, and 17 in the

work department.

The fii'st class includes 133 boys and girls enrolled

as pupils, seven teachers, and five domestics. Of the

pupils there are now 65 boys and 45 girls in attendance ;

11 of the former and 12 of the latter being absent

on account of physical disability, or from other causes.

The second class comprises 13 men and 4 women,

employed in the workshop for adult blind persons.

The number of pupils, particularly of boys and young

men, is rapidly increasing. There were in actual attend-

ance during the year more boys than we have ever had

before, and the indications are that the main building

will soon be crowded.

Most of the graduates of average ability who have

gone through the regular course of study and training,

and have applied themselves diligently, have before

them a good prospect of success. Some are already

taking their place in the ranks of society, and doing

exceedingly well.

Health and Physical Training.

I feel it a great privilege to be able to report agam

entire immunity from fatal disease, and even a remarka-
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bio exemption from any kind of serious illness in the

establishment. Two cases of scarlet fever, of a lif^ht

form, occurred amonp; the inmates of one of tlie cot-

tages during the pre\'alence of the disease in tlie neigh-

borhood. Both the little patients were at once removed

to the nearest hospital, where they were kmdly treated,

and in a few weeks restored to health. All proper

sanitary measures were adopted without delay, and the

spread of the disorder was effectually checked.

With this exception there has been no case of con-

tagious disease, or even of severe indisposition. The

exemption may be regarded as the legitimate result of a

system of traming and regimen, based upon the laws of

hygiene and physiology, and sanctioned by long experi-

ence and almost uniform success.

In all the domestic and sanitary arrangements of the

establishment, the welfare of the pupils intrusted to our

charge has been kept steadily in view, and nothing

compatible with the means at our command has been

omitted, which could tend to promote their comfort and

health. A sufficient and nourishing diet, active exer-

cise, and cheerful occupation of the mind, are conducive

to this end ; and they have been judiciously attended to.

Health is essential to the accomplishment of every

purpose, and the amelioration of man's physical system

is the first and most important step in all human im-

provement. For our mental manifestations depend on

the soundness of our material organism. Our intellect-

ual faculties, our moral sentiments, our social affections,

are modified by our bodily condition. Happiness, which

is often considered as the end and aim of being, cannot

be attained to any great extent without health. Pas-
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cal's maxim, " Sanitas sauitatmn et omnia sanitas,'' is full

of wisdom and significance. By health is meant that

normal condition of our animal economy, in which,

while all the functions of life are performed easily and

pleasurably, the mind can operate with the greatest

vigor, unconscious of the machinery by means of which

it is manifested. The easiest way, therefore, to awaken

man's intellect, and bring him up to the highest attaina-

ble degree of mental and moral power, is to act upon

his physical system, and raise the standard of his health

and strength. This process of development, although

necessary in the education of all children, is most espe-

cially indispensable in that of the blmd, who, in con-

sequence of their infirmity, are comparatively feeble

in limb, puny in bodily vigor, and lacking in health.

Hence our pupils must first be improved physically, so

far as can be, and corrected in all unfavorable habits

engendered by the loss of sight. They have to be

early and practically taught that the laws of health are

made of God, and that whoever violates them commits

a sin, for which he will inevitably suffer punishment.

They must learn that fresh ak purifies the blood and

strengthens the nerves, and be urged to spend as much

time as possible out of doors. The offices of the skin

are explained to them, and the consequent necessity of

frequent ablutions. Finally, we strive to make them

understand that diet, cleanliness, exercise and rest, are

indispensable in order to render the corporeal structure a

pleasant and elegant dwelling-place for the mind, and a

perfect medium for its communication with the external

world.

The importance of these last points is so apt to be
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nii(l{Mvaluc(l or ()\(Ml()okc{l, tliat special mention of them

seems to be in order here.

/.— Diet.

A plentiful supply of Avholcsome food is demanded

for the growth, sustenance, and renovation of the animal

body. In order to be beneficial to the system, it needs

to be nutritious, of a simple and digestible nature, suffi-

cient in quantity, palatable in taste, and not wanting in

variety. It should, moreover, be eaten at fixed hours,

the intervals between meals being regular. If these

particulars are properly attended to, the process of

digestion is performed with ease, and is accompanied

with a pleasurable sensation throughout the whole

frame, followed by a feelmg of physical comfort and

mental satisfaction, and by a glow of cheerfulness.

But, if no care be bestowed upon the selection and prep-

aration of food, and the habits of partakmg it be variable,

then the stomach does not perform its work with the

customary ease, and consequently the body loses its

buovancy, the brain its clearness, and the mind is left

with less power of application than usual. Beside these

evils, a disturbed stomach may produce a sour temper

and a general derangement of the system.

The animal organism must always be well and i)rop-

erly nourished m order to perform its functions, and to

sustain all action, labor, and exposui-e. But for no class

of children is an attention to diet more imperative than

for those marked with some physical defect, which is

but one outward effect of an invisible general organic

disorder.

In view of these facts, the fundamental laws of diet

5
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are with us strictly adhered to, with such results as have

been mentioned in the preceding pages. Our food is

simple, but carefully selected, well cooked, abundant,

nutritious, and of a sufficient variety.

II.— Cleanliness.

Cleanliness is next to godliness. It is the safeguard

of health, which would be very much promoted in all

cases if the surface of the whole body were daily washed

and kept scrupulously clean. The skin is the outlet for

a good proportion of the physical frame. It is intimately

connected with the lungs and the digestive organs by

their interaction and mutual sympathies. It is an absorb-

ent as well as an exhalent. In certain conditions it

takes some matters into the body, while it tlirows others

out. If preserved in a state of elasticity and exquisite

sensibility, it helps to sustain cutaneous circulation, and

the equilibrium of heat. It follows as a natural conse-

quence that the condition of the skin effects in a great

measure the functions of the digestive and other internal

organs ; and in order that the process of digestion may

be performed so as not to cause any general disturbance

of the system, the skin must be kept in a perfect state

of health, its whole surface being daily cleansed of all

excretions and impurities. When physiology and hy-

giene become common studies and are better understood,

the practice of cleaning the skin daily will be far more

general, despite the shallow doctrines of empirical and

ignorant sanitarians.

Essential as scrupulous cleanliness is to all classes of

people, to none is it more so than to the blind. In most

cases the loss of sight is caused by scrofula. This disease
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once engendered in llic animal body is firmly established

there, and it is ainjost ini])<)ssibl(> to dislodj^e it there-

from ; but its loathsome effects can be modified and to

some extent controlled by external influences, ^^'hen.

therefore, a number of children thus afflicted arc confined

together hour after hour, very much more is required of

the ex'halents in them than in others. A healthy action

of the skin supplies this in a sufficient degree, and is

truly a safety-valve. This has received during the past

year the attention it merits as one of the most effective

means for the improvement of the health and strength

of our pupils.

III.—Recreation and Exercise.

It is a vital physiological principle that regular alter-

nations of intellectual exertion and amusement, of study

and play, of manual labor and rest, are conditions most

in harmony with the laws of the human organism, and

therefore indispensable to health, mental improvement,

and happiness. This important principle does not rest

upon theory alone, or upon merely a ^niori reasoning.

It is so fully established by observation and experience

as to form an inseparable part of any sound system for

the training and education of youth.

From the date of the foundation of tliis Institution

this principle has faithfully been carried out ; and a

certain convenient portion of each day has been set apart

for recreation or exercise. AValking down street, or on

the piazza when the weather is inclement, and engaging

at various sports on the play-ground or under shelter

during recesses, have been and are required at all times

of all pupils who are well enough to go about.
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Exercise taken in the open air is eminently beneficial.

While it imparts keenness to the appetite, strength to

the muscles, tension to the nerves, agility to motion, and

a healthy development to the whole frame, it at the

same time restores to the wearied faculties of the mind

their tone and vigor. If, in addition to exercise, a rea-

sonable stimulus to the faculty of curiosity and won-

der can be given, the benefit is greatly increased. For

this faculty has a tendency to equahze the circulation,

promote digestion, refresh the brain, excite mirth, and

intensify all the faculties of mind and body.

IV.— Sleep.

" Tired nature's sweet restorer, balmy sleep." — Young.

Rest is a periodical inertness induced on the organs

of the body and the faculties of the mind by fatigue

and exhaustion. As in the order of the universe light

is constantly succeeded by darkness, so in the course of

life sleep follows invariably and without special exer-

tion upon wakefulness and activity. " Sweet sleep,"

says Goethe, "thou comest like good fortune,— unbid-

den, unentreated. Thou loosest the knots of stern

thought, and minglest together all images of joy and

grief Unhindered, the circle of internal harmonies

flows on ; and wrapped in pleasing frenzy, we sink

down, and cease to be."

It is a commandment of nature, that man as well as

the lower animals shall daily suspend thought and

action in sleep. This is one of the wisest and most

beneficent laws which govern our life.

Sleep is essential to the health of the body, and still
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more so to that of tlic mind. It brings back the strengtli

wliicb we liavo spent, iiiid renews our lost energy. It

restores tlie exbansted powers, and stimulates to activ-

ity. Shakespeare has called it.

—

"The innocent sleep—
Sleep lliiit knits np the ravelled sleeve of care;

The death of each da3-'s life, sore labor's bath
;

Balm of hurt minds, great nature's second course,

Chief nourisher in life's feast."

During sleep all the voluntary powers arc still. The

mind, the brain, the feelings, the affections, the pas-

sions, the muscular and digestive organs, are all in re-

pose ; and they need it. This rest acts directly upon the

ner\'Ous system ; and uTitability or what is called " nerv-

ousness," is the consequence of its loss. It is fatal to

suppose that nature can with impunity be cheated out

of the sleep necessary for strengthening the body and

invigorating the mind by persons given to study or to

labor.

By the alternations of light and darkness, seasons of

activity and repose are daily afforded. Nature points

out the night as the best time for sleep. Then perfect

stillness reigns ; and sleep obtained in the early part of

the night is more refreshing and nourishing than any

that can be taken in the daytime. Children especially

need sleep as soon as the digestion of their light supper

is effected.

In all onr arrangements regarding the rest and activ-

ity of our pupils, we have steadily kept this principle in

view ; and every year's experience strengthens the

belief that much miserv and deterioration of the human
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stock can be avoided, and a great deal of physical and

mental improvement accomplished, by a strict adher-

ence to these simple provisions of the natural law.

General Observations on Health.

Thus the health of our pupils has been an object of

special attention. Theii* tendencies have been watched

over in kindness and with parental solicitude ; and the

results have been gratifying. Habits which debilitate

the body and impair the mind have been broken up.

The stooping posture has been changed to an erect one

;

awkwardness of manners to ease and grace ;
pallor to

freshness ; gloom to cheerfulness ; languor and indo-

lence to activity ; and rough vulgarity to gentleness and

purity. Children and youth suffering for Avant of exer-

cise and proper care, have amply enjoyed these bless-

ings.

For the accomplishment of all these things, the ear-

nest and judicious efforts of the matron, and of all the

teachers and officers, have been united and unceasing

;

and I take great pleasure in making this acknowledg-

ment.

Vacation, Dispersion of Graduates, &c.

Among the arrangements in every educational estab-

lishment vacation is indispensable. The health, com-

fort, and well-being of both pupils and instructors re-

quire that the daily performance of then- respective

duties should cease for a certain period, and that all

should then be free from the demands of regular rou-

tine. Thus the doors of schools, academies, seminaries,

and colleges, are closed durmg the hot season ; and an
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opportunity is afforded to all connected with tlicin to

rest, and rcH'over their physical strength and mental

vigor.

In conformity with this general custom, the rules of

our Institution prescrihe that all its inmates shall spend

some time, at least once in the year, with their friends

and relations at home. This regulation is quite rea-

sonahle. If vacations be needed in any schools, they

are a fortiori necessary here. Aside from the gen-

eral considerations of recreation, health, and restoration

of strength, there are particular ones which affect our

])ui)ils, and make it needful for them to return to their

biith-place as often as may be ; and thus preserve the

natural ties with those on whom they have claims of

kindred.

In the natural order of things, the infirm of all

classes are found not grouped in one place, but scat-

tered all over the community. This is as it should be ;

and the true interests of humanity, and of the suffer-

ers themselves, require that this order should not be

violated either for convenience, economy, or any other

reason. Hence, organizations for the education and

training of the blind, deaf-mutes, idiots, &c., should be

conducted on such principles as to check all tendencies

towards congregation or centralization and aggregation,

and to facilitate and secure redistribution and diffusion.

Now it is obvious, that if young blind persons are

brought from all jiarts of New England to Boston, to

receive instruction during seven or eight years, many of

them will naturally incline to remain in the neighbor-

hood, and become domesticated there for life. The

effect of this will be a disproportionate increase of blind
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persons in the city, which would be unfavorable to them

as a class, and most undesirable for the community.

To avoid all this, much foresight needs to be exercised

in the admission of candidates. Among other require-

ments, it should be made sure that every pupil who

comes here has a home, i. e., a place to which he feels

that he of right belongs. If the lines have fallen to

him in any particular town, he has a just claim upon its

community for sympathy, for assistance, and for moral and

material aid. If he be an orphan, or if his parents aban-

don him, it is for his neighbors to decide whether or no

they do their whole duty by him by putting him in the

almshouse ; but they should not thrust him beyond their

borders, and upon another community. Common sense

and experience show that as long as the inhabitants of

a town have the charge of such a person, and are accus-

tomed to see him among them, so long they recognize

him as one of themselves, and admit that his home is

among them ; and it is a priceless advantage to him to

feel that there is a spot on the earth which he can con-

sider as home, be it ever so homely. When he goes

away from them for an education, if he come back

from time to time, and they pay his bills, or only a few

dollars or cents on his account, the connection is kept

up, and his right to a settlement among them is ac-

knowledged. But if he be sent to school, and remain

there for seven or eight years, without their being

called upon to do any thing for him, the probability is,

that they disallow or ignore his claims ; and hence he

becomes homeless.

Such considerations, and many others, all of which

have been forcibly set forth, and repeatedly urged
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by our late chief, Dr. Howe, show tliat regard to the

mtcrests of the community of Boston, and justice to

the bUnd themselves, require tlie Institution to be so

managed as to prevent an undue ajj^<j^re<^ation of sight-

less persons in the neighborhood, and keep them re-

distributed in the parts where they belong.

' It is with this view that our regulations \\'ith regard

to vacation are rigidly enforced ; and that, during its

continuance, none of the inmates is allowed to remain

at the establishment.

The Various Departments of the Institution.

The object of our system of mstruction and training

for the blind is twofold.

Firstli/. It aims to rouse and discipline their minds ;

to cultivate theu' powers of clear thought and exact

reasoning ; to give systematic and harmonious develop-

ment to the whole nature ; and to put them in full

possession of all their faculties as tools for doing life's

work.

Secondly. It proposes to prepare them for business

and profitable occupations, and, as far as practicable, for

self-support.

The welfare and happiness of the blmd depend upon

the full development of thcu* inner nature, and upon

their ability to work and provide for themselves. Ac-

cordingly, our establishment is so organized as to be a

complete whole in itself, giving to the pupils the best

possible education, and such professional or technical

training as their ages and condition admit, and thcLr

natural gifts and prospects require,

c
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Of learning and improvement there is no end so long

as life lasts. Of regular instruction there will be an

end after a certain term of years. Our institution, then,

since it is usually to its beneficiaries the ne plus ultra of

schooling, should leave them at a point where they will

be able to advance themselves in learning, and whence

they will enter into the domain of practical business,-

and walk erect in the path of life without the crutches

of charity.

The work of the Institution is carried on in four

separate departments,— the Literary, the Musical, the

Tuning, and the Technical.

The Literary Department.

This department is broad in scope, comprehensive in

purpose, and practical in its attainments. It is not

intended merely for the performance of a certain

amount of routine class-work ; but it is well provided

for higher ends. It tends to the development of the

intellect and morals, since virtue is the noblest and

most fragrant blossom on the tree of culture. It pro-

poses to lay a solid foundation, upon which the super-

structure of education can be securely reared, broad

and high, beautiful and substantial.

The instruction given, and the auxiliaries employed

for rendering it impressive and fruitful, are calculated

to unfold and temper the mental faculties of our pupils

;

to furnish them with an elementary knowledge of the

English language ; to train their remaining senses in

.

quickness and accuracy of perception ; and, lastly, to

cultivate in every one of them correct manners, a sensi-

tive conscience, and habits of order, attention, punctu-
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ality, neatness, industry, diligence, uudeviatiiig truth,

and incorruptible honesty.

A few remarks on tlie nature and tendencies of

human beings m the early stage of their existence,

and on the modes of theh* cultivation, will indicate the

influence exercised by the literary department of the

Institution m developing the mental resources and

aesthetic faculties of the inmates, in the formation of

their character, and in the increase of their capacities.

Children are creatures of impulse. The circum-

ference of then- activity is prescribed not by subjective

thought, but by external influences and cu'cumstances.

Their minds are still in the bud, and their inclinations

are moved by instinct rather than guided by intelli-

gence. Hence, before they can be emancipated from

their impulses, and become rational, they must be

taught to substitute prmciple for caprice, moral forms

for whims, reflection for freaks of fancy. The only

way to accomplish this is by subjecting them to a

process of discipline in which the intellect may become

enlightened, the reasonmg faculties developed, and the

will freed from the sway of appetite and fancy.

Now, this disciplme is aflbrded only in a well organ-

ized and properly conducted school, which, in the words

of Craig, is a '* sort of moral gymnasium, preparatory

to the great struggle on the arena of life." Here the

mind of the pupil is so trained as to enable it not only

to modestly measure and trust its own power, but to

command its own resources. Here, by lessons properly

given and attentively learned, and l)v living example,

an active endeavor toward virtuous ends and moral aims

is instituted. Here is formed, l)v means of various
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intellectual efforts, a correct taste, which exerts a puri-

fying and elevating influence upon the character ; for

a keen perception and appreciation of the beautiful in

literature, as well as of the sublime in natiu'e and in

art, tend powerfully to shut out every thing low and

grovelling. Finally, here, by the study of the natural

laws and of the prmciples of science, which are mainly

deductions from previously observed phenomena and

well-attested facts, a large amount of fundamental truth

is grasped by our scholars, thek faculties of observation

being thereby stimulated, and their power of discrimi-

nation cultivated. These habits, acquired at an early

age, and preserved through life, are of immense value.

They are the most dii'ect means of promoting every

intellectual, social, civil, and moral excellence. They

are the keys which unlock the mysteries of nature.

They are the only sure passport to the inner temple of

thorough knowledge and practical wisdom.

Such is the influence and such are the workings of

our intellectual department. Let me now review the

work done in the school proper during the past year,

and endeavor to give, in connection with it, a summary

of the plan of classification, of teachers and teaching,

methods of instruction, text-books, mechanical appliances

and illustrative apparatus employed for the education

of the blind, and other subjects coming under the juris-

diction of this department.

I.— The School Proper.

A great amount of thorough work has been accom-

plished in the school during the past year.

The course of instruction has been regularly and
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assiduously pursued, imd lias ])rov('d \cv\ l)encficial to

the ])ui)ils. The bniuches theieiu embraced arc sim-

ilar to those tau<;lit in tlie <;rammar and hi<:^li schools

of jNIassachusetts, and may be briefly summarized as

follows:— Headings, Ijoth in Boston and IJraille charac-

ters, spelling, Avritin<>- in Braille's point system and with

a lead-pencil in the square hand, grammar, composition,

rhetoric, literature, geography (ci^ il and })hysical), his-

tory (ancient and of the middle ages), arithmetic (men-

tal and witli type boards), algebra, geometry, civil gov-

ernment, natural history, physiology, and physics.

During the past few years the school has been re-

organized and greatly im^^roved. The process of in-

structing or disciplining the pupils has been essentially

modified, and the standard of then* intellectual attain-

ments considerably raised. High branches of study

have received special attention, while the lower ones

have been simplified and so adjusted, as to keep

proportionate pace each with the other.

Economy of time and labor has been sought by classi-

fication and systematic instruction, and a fair amount of

improved apparatus has been introduced for the purpose

of illustration in the various branches.

The eff"ort has been constantly made to store the

minds of the pupils not only with desirable facts, but

witli useful principles and truths. The recitations have

been conducted in such a manner, as to show that

the scholars were exiDressing ideas, and not arraying

words. The shadowy appearance of learning produced

by the glib repetition of formulas wholly devoid of sense

to the learner, has been strictly avoided, and the school-
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rooms have been free from all teaching and exammation

done for mere effect.

Pains have been taken to train carefully, and not to

excite superficially, the intellectual powers of the pupils.

Cicero's words,—
" Adolescentiam alere jucundum est et laudabile,"

are true only when the work of education is wisely and

judiciously carried forward. Wholesome nourishment,

properly administered, gratifies the cravings of the mind

as well as those of the body, and prevents it from prey-

ing on garbage.

Owing to the rapid increase in the number of our

pupils, the re-arrangement of classes and formation of

new divisions became obviously necessary. This was

mostly done before the close of the last term ; and an

additional teacher employed, who, I take great pleasure

in stating, has fallen in with the spirit of devotion and

self-forgetfulness of her sisters in the corps, and has

given promise of the same success here which character-

ized her work elsewhere.

These ladies have performed their duties not in a

mere perfunctory way, but have exerted themselves

with zeal, perseverance, and cheerfulness for the attain-

ment of the highest and best results. The advance-

ment and excellent condition of the school are chiefly

owing to their judicious efi"orts and skilful management.

It has been their endeavor not to insure perfection in

recitations merely, but to infuse into the pupils a well-

grounded, thorough love of study. This is the only

true way to obtain success. If a scholar manifests

indifference or aversion to mental application, he must
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bo allured, not driven to it. Fear or |)]ivsi(al coercion

can never call forth that spontaneous, ardent, and de-

lightful activity, which alone can insure any substantial

and valuable progress. The old adage says, " You may

lead your horse to the water, but you cannot coni[)el him to

drink." He must be thirsty. So the mind of the pupil

must, to a great extent, work of its o\mi choice. This

thirst for knowledge on the part of the young pupil has

in most cases to be created. He thinks, attends, goes

through with those mental processes necessary to un-

derstanding, remembering, and increasing his intel-

lectual capacity, only as he wills ; and wills as he is

interested ; and is interested as he is incited by fresh

mformation presented to him in a simple and attractive

form. The intellectual powers are eminently progres-

sive in their nature ; and if special exertions be not

rewarded with a variety of truths, efforts on the part of

the pupil will soon cease.

I am happy to report, that the scholars have generally

shown due appreciation of what has been done in tlieii-

behalf, by theu* own diligence and industry. Their

improvement has been highly commendable, and their

relations with their teachers have been kind and

friendly.

II.— Classification and Individual Instruction.

Among our pupils there is a great variety in the

degree of mental development and capacity. Some of

the children have received some instruction at the com-

mon schools before losing their sight, and are well in-

formed on ordinary topics. Others have acquired some

rudimental knowledge at home, under the direction of
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intelligent parents ; while others come to us totally

ignorant, and almost unprepared for mental exertion.

They differ widely, moreover, in mental strength and

vigor, as well as in thek habits, tastes, and dispositions.

In order to adapt instruction to the wants of all these

grades of children and youth, and deal with them

properly and justly, not only the divisions of the school

must be small, but much time should be devoted to indi-

vidual cases. The teacher must study and analyze the

nature of each child separately, and find out the right

avenue for reaching his mind. She must often addi-ess

herself to him alone, so as to make it sure that he is

not idle, or learning in a mere mechanical way, but that

he is exercising his faculties properly on what he is

doing. She must pay special attention to his peculiar

tendencies, whatever they may be, and emjjloy such

devices as are calculated to help the growth of his

intellectual faculties. In other words, instruction must

be to a great extent individual, and each pupil claims of

necessity a part of the teacher's time exclusively for

himself. This is obviously very expensive, because by

dividmg and sub-dividuig the pupUs in small groups,

the number of classes is necessarily increased, and a

corresponding increase in the number of teachers and

of educational appliances and apparatus becomes inevi-

table. But without this the instruction of blind chil-

dren cannot be either thorough or efficient. They may

become able to recite some general rules together, or to

repeat in concert the words of some text-book ; but all

these are " words, words, words," and nothing more,

— chaff without much grain ! They need individual

instruction, and must receive special attention.
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Our ])U|)ils arc flasscd in ("Icxcii divisions, tlic larji^cst

haviii"* IH members. \\ liilc tlie smallest consists of 5 only.o

Thus the teachers ha\(> an ()])])ortunity of studying

hulivi(hial cases, and devotini;- a little more of their

time to those whose hitellectual condition requires it

most.

IIT.— IhrrJicrs iiiul Tcnchinf).

A teacher is the intellectual centre of a little commu-

nity, who look to him for advice and for <i;uidance.

His (qualities are deeply imprinted upon the character

of his pupils. His fidelity, purity, sense of honor, and

high-mindedness help to form and ennoble then- lives,

lie must be capable of becoming childlike himself in

thought and feeling, in order to Avm their esteem and

appreciation, and to lead them confidently in the paths

of learning. He must be candid, yet kind ; frank, yet

considerate ; dkect, yet not abrupt ; firm, yet not

severe ; well grounded on whatever he undertakes to

teach, yet modest and unassuming ; dignified, yet en-

dowed with that good humor and sense of the ludicrous

which contribute so much to brighten the atmosphere

of the schoolroom, and take away from its work a

great deal of the ckudgery. He should, moreover, be

prepared to exercise the highest degree of self-denial.

No great ])urpose can be fulfilled without the practice

of this priceless virtue ; and no ])erson can be truly

benevolent and efficient in discliarging liis duty, or is

fitted to be an educator and leader of defective children

without possessing it. It was this divine virtue that

inspired and moved the best and most original teacher

of ancient Gireece, Socrates, not only to increase the
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fame of Athens as the literary centre of the world, but

to devote his time and talents to the greatest possible

benefit of humankind, by teaching wisdom and illustrat-

ing its worth by example. But, above all, a teacher

must be earnest and enthusiastic, through and through.

Enthusiasm is the very-life blood of genius, and is as

essential to success as the air is to animal life. It is to

the soul what buoyancy, enjoyed in a state of perfect

health, is to the body. It is the inspiration that raises

the poets far above the ranks of learned rhymers. It is

satisfaction with the past, sunshine in the present, and

invigorating strength for the future. It is the result of

a well-chosen aim, pursued steadily and earnestly ; the

blossom of a tree in spring-time which is sure to bear

fruit. No person can be good or become great without

it. A man destitute of enthusiasm has little real

power, whatever may be his natural abilities or accom-

plishments. He is, says an eminent writer, like a

sleeping Hercules, or like Samson unconscious of dan-

ger and shorn of his strength, with his head upon the

lap of Delilah. He is like a cannon, with its balls and

chain-shot, without the powder to give them destructive

force. He is like the locomotive without the fire and

steam to give propelling power. No architect could

have designed the matchless beauty of the Parthenon,

towering above the rock of the Acropolis, sublime and

celestial, and commanding the admiration of the whole

world, without being mspired by enthusiasm. The

martyrs and reformers were noble examples of enthu-

siasm in one field ; Copernicus, Newton, and Franklin,

in another ; Michael Angelo or Beethoven in another

;

Washington or Kanares in still another. It was enthu-
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siasm tliiit iiidurod Pestalozzi to ])irk ii]) forsaken rliil-

(Iroii ill tlio streets, to eknuisc, feed, and teaeli them ;

enthusiasm that moved his disci})les to study more tlior-

oughly the prineiples of education, and give an impulse

which was felt all over Europe. It was enthusiasm

that electrified the farmers of New England, and made

them defy the British lion. It was enthusiasm that

stirred up Horace Mann to accomplish such a wonderful

reform in the educational system of Massachusetts and

of the whole country. It was enthusiasm that inspired

Dr. Howe to devote his noble life and energies to the

cause of liberty and humanity. It was enthusiasm that

led Elorence Nightingale to the care of the sick and

w^ounded. It was enthusiasm that rendered Charles

Sumner's voice a terror to the oppressors and wrong-

doers ; and it is enthusiasm that we need to-day.

Teaching is not so simple and empirical a profession

as many persons are apt to consider it. It is an art,

and a peculiar one. It matters not how well informed

the teacher may be. If he be wantmg in the ability to

convey his ideas clearly to others, and to reveal to the

pupil the process of acquirmg knowledge and im})rov-

ing his mind, his best efforts even will be but a failure.

In addition to many other qualifications and attainments.

he must know how to measure the powers of his schol-

ars, and subject them to the right kind of discipline

;

how effectually to correct errors in training, and to

secure accuracy in processes and results. He must un-

derstand philosophically the laws of development and

growth, both of the body and mind, and be able to adapt

his instructions by ever-varying methods and devices to

the different capacities and circumstances of those under
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his care. Variety is the spice of life, and certainly in-

creases the pupil's zest in the prosecution of school-work.

Our corps of instructors numbers seven persons, and

we regard it as complete and efficient. They are all

ladies well suited to their positions, and earnestly inter-

ested m their work, discharging their duties with com-

mendable fidelity and success. They are members of

our large household, and cheerfully devote much of

their time and energy out of school to the training and

helping of the inmates. The performance of their

duties is characterized by zeal, patience, and gentleness.

The experience of many years has convinced us of

the truth pointed out by nature, that women are emi-

nently adapted to the employment of teachers. It is

not their superior science in instructing and controlling

the young that renders them such, but their skill in the

use of that science, as well as their gentler manners.

The reasons are obvious. In childhood, while the intel-

lectual faculties are still in a dormant condition, the af-

fections are fuller and more alive. They are in fact the

key to the whole being, which must be possessed before

the understanding can be opened to the ingress of knowl-

edge. The heart must be reached before the mind is

approached and operated upon. Now, a man cannot

obtain that key so readily as a woman can. While his

nature is rough, stern, impatient, ambitious, hers is

gentle, tender, enduring, unaspiring. One always wins,

the other sometimes repels. The one is usually loved,

the other occasionally feared. Kindness, quickness of

apprehension, and frank sympathy with the young,

endear and attach ; and when the confidence and affec-

tion of the scholar are once gained, he is henceforth
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casih' taiii^lit and ^oxciaicd. \\ oiiicii arc naturally

cikIowcmI with all these; and this is the secret of thcii'

jijreat success as instructors of childrcMi.

In closin''^ my romaiks on teachers and teacliin<^, I

should consider myself recreant to duty, if F did not en-

deavor to impress upon your minds the importance of

offerinjjj all reasonable inducements in order to retain in

the service of the Institution an efficient and well edu-

cated corps of instructors. The experiments of lK><>in-

ners and of half educated or uncultivated tutors, are

costly and undesirable everywhere, and are ])articularly

objectionable in an establishment like ours, where the

proo^ress of the ])U])ils depends so much upon oral

instruction.

71".

—

Methods of Instruction.

Methods of instruction and training play an impor-

tant part in any system of education. They are the

chief agencies for the accomplishment of its objects.

The progress of a school depends mostly upon them.

Just as these are scientifically arranged, and the facili-

ties for carrying them out by faithful teachers are multi-

plied, we hope and look with confidence for a larger

intellectual life, and a nobler manhood and womanhood

in the advancing generations.

To give a detailed description of these methods

would require more time and space than I can com-

mand. I nnist therefore confine myself to merely

sketching soin(> of their outlines.

The main object of a system of instruction is to de-

veloj) the mind, and draw it out in away that shall give it

streniith as well as enlarirement. and lead it to a correct
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understanding of its powers, and of the proper mode of

using them. Hence the methods employed for putting

a system into practice must be founded upon the laws

of nature, and so shaped as to enable childi-en to use

their o\vn faculties, and to think and judge for them-

selves.

There should be included in a good method of in-

struction all the principles which determine the health,

morals, manners, and attainments of the pupils, both in

then* school and home life.

As physical exercise is essential to bodily health, so

is the discipline of the mind indispensable to intellect-

ual training. The question must always be, not how

much a child has acquu'ed, but how well he knows it,

and how his powers have been strengthened in the act

of acquisition. The fact learned gives only knowledge.

The thoroughness and care with which the lesson is

studied ^vill help to form precisely those habits of mind,

and to educate exactly those faculties of intellect, which

the school is intended especially to bring out.

The success of a school depends to a great extent

upon the means employed for instilling into the pupils

a spirit of inquiry ; but especially upon the methods

applied to interest them in their studies, and to fii-e

them with earnestness ; in other w^brds, to inspu'e them.

Teaching without inspiration does little good. It ster-

ihzes, as the French say :
—

" Instruire sans inspirer, c'est sterilizer."

If the right subjects are taken up in the right way,

at the right time, and by the right teacher, scholars

camiot help becoming interested, and feeling a kind of
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nuMital spur ([uickciiiiiLj^ tlicir laij^i^iiii^ faculties, and

starting- their dormant })o\vers.

Instruction in the first instance should be simple and

elementary. It should lay before the pupils the broad

outlines of every subject, leaving to them to fill them

in lor themselves. It should follow the golden rule,

" Tilings first, ideas from things next ; and definitions,

words, last of all." Or as ("raig has it, " Ideas before

words ; principles before rules ; the judgment before

the memory ; incidental information before systematic ;

reading before spelling ; the sounds of the letters before

their names ; and on the whole, nature before art."

Words can never convey clear ideas unless the things

they represent are known. " Words," said Hobbes,

" are wise men's counters ; they do but reckon with

them ; but they are the money of fools."

This mode of procedure leads to observation, and

opens the sources of information. It calls into exercise

the most useful intellectual faculties, and teaches how

to retam in the mind well-defuied images of what has

been perceived by the senses. It elevates the crowning

reason and gives to it a wider horizon. Above all, it

creates a taste for scientific and literary studies, and

the attamment of true and broad culture, which is a val-

uable acquisition and the stepj^mg-stone unto great

achievements.

In consideration of the importance of the methods of

instruction and training in tlie accomplishment of the

aims of education, great attention has been bestowed

upon the improvement of such as are employed in our

Institution. We have been ready to modifv and sim-

plify our methods so as to render them more efficient
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than heretofore. We have eagerly sought to test those

used in private academies or in the common schools,

and to welcome such improvements as were suggested

hy the examination and study of the system of kinder-

girtens, remembering that " out of the mouths of babes

and sucklings " God has sometimes perfected praise.

V.— Object Teaching and Comparison.

The importance of the method of employing in the

instruction of children sensible objects, by means of

which to call their faculties into systematic exercise, has

been often recognized, and has engaged the attention of

most of the great educators. Milton has aptly called it

" the true method." Comenius, Locke, Rousseau,

Basedow, and many others have more or less based

their systems of education upon its principles ; and Pes-

talozzi made it the foundation of his theories and

achievements.

The process of mental growth produced by this

method is in strict accordance with the natural laws.

It is progressive and systematic. It conducts children

step by step from the knowledge of things and their

names, qualities, and properties, to comparison and gen-

eralization ; from the concrete to the abstract ; from

facts to principles. It forms a long chain, which, like

Ariadne's fabled thread, leads them safely from the plane

of unsophisticated objective observation to the domain

of subjective thought. To our pupils it is especially

beneficial, for by introducing them to the tangible world,

and increasing their power of analysis and synthesis, it

checks the tendency to abstract and often unsound gen-
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cnilization. A\liicli is naturally cii^ciKlcicd hy tlic lack

of si<>;ht.

Cliildron ourly l)(>i;iii to use tlicir faculty of ol)scr\iuii:

oxtciiial objects with curiosity and acutcncss, and to

cm])loy constantly the senses in examininp^ them. They

are by nature ea_<2;er to learn about all which sunouiids

them ; and for the ac([uisition of such kii()\\ ledi^'e the

senses are the only effective agents. They are tiuly

the ministers of the perceptive faculties, and their active

exercise during the whole period of childhood and

youth, is essential to vigorous maturity of the mtellect.

At every instant the senses are taking note of external

things, of their form, color, qualities, relations, and suc-

cessions. They store these observations up in the mind

as materials for the future use of the reasoning facul-

ties. An accumulation of facts is thus obtained which

forms the substratum upon which the pyramid of knowl-

edge is reared ; and the deeper and broader the basis is

laid, the higher will the structure rise. Kant says, that

•• all our knowledge originates wdtli the senses, proceeds

thence to understanding, and ends with the reason, which

is subordinate to no higher authority in us. in work-

ing up intuitions, and bringing them within the highest

unity of thought."

It is obvious from the above remarks that the (Mn})loy-

ment of sensible objects in the instruction of all voutli,

but more particularly of the blind, affords the best and

most effective means of mental development. It calls

into systematic exercise their perceptive faculties. It

sharpens their senses. It cultivates their ])ower of

expression and enriclu^s th(>ir vocabulary. It otters rare

opportunities both to the pupil and teacher for the
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unfolding of their individuality, which is essential in the

successful conduct of a school. It furnishes the mind

of the child with conceptions just and accurate, well

defined and true to nature, thus supplying it with excel-

lent means for reflection and reasoning, and for the con-

stant practice of comparison and reciprocal illustration.

The exercise of this habit is eminently beneficial. It

increases the stock of knowledge, and at the same time

sharpens to a keen sense the perception of every

description of moral and intellectual beauty. It pre-

serves the fair and gentle play of the kindly aff"ections.

It fixes the mind upon that which is pure and bright

and generous in our nature. In one word, it develops

in the mind strength, grace, reason, and feeling ; thus

attaining the great object of intellectual education.

No efforts or means have been spared during the past

year to multiply our facilities for object teaching, and to

render it interesting and productive of good results.

VL— Text-hooks and Oral Instruction.

That good text-books are useful auxiliaries in the

instruction of children is generally admitted ; but that

they are the most effective means, or the vehicles sine

qua non, for carrying on the work of education success-

fully, is, to say the least, a matter of great doubt.

All instrumentalities employed for the cultivation of

the intellect, while transmitting information to the mind,

must act energetically upon its dormant faculties, and

rouse them up, and not perform their office in a mere

passive way. Aristotle's aphorism, that " the intellect is

perfected not by knowledge but by activity," is full of

meaning. It explains the whole matter in a few words.
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Ilcnrc tlio value of all agencies of instiurtion, text-

books included, is determined not by the amount of

material assistance they may afford l)oth to tutors and

scholars, but by the degree and kind of influence tliey

exercise, and the effects they produce in the develop-

ment of the mind of the pupils.

The efficiency and merit of text-books in particular

depend first upon their materials and plan of construc-

tion, and second upon the degree of reliance placed

upon them by the instructor. Tf they are comj)endia

of hints, facts, and principles clearly stated, concisely

defined, and scientifically arranged, and are, moreover,

used merely as the instruments of study, they are essen-

tial. But, if they be diffuse and unsymmetrical com-

pilations of heterogeneous topics, and employed, not as

aids, but as the main-spring in the mechanism of instruc-

tion, they are positively injurious.

Experience asserts that text-books used indiscrimi-

nately, as they commonly are, have often done more

harm than good. They are, as a general thmg, poorly

and unmethodically edited ; yet are looked upon as au-

thorities, and as if they were extensive storehouses of

learning. But a mind stored with knowledge from

the pages of the text-book is not trained with the same

effect as that A\liich is disciplined by referring all

facts to principles as they occur, and by patient reflec-

tion, careful comparison, and judicious classification of

them. Two such minds are as different one from the

other as highly finished artificial j)lants differ from

nature's growths, endowed with sap and energv, which

draw materials from earth and air. and, by elaborating

and appropriating these to their own use, produce
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frao;raiit flowers or yield their full harvest of generous

fruit.

The Lick of embossed books of reference, and of

works on history, philosophy, general literature, and on

science, is very disadvantageous to the blind, and every

effort ought to be made to supply them. But the pau-

city of text-books, although an acknowledged drawback

in certain ways, has some compensating advantages. It

has encouraged in our institutions a mode of instruction

superior to that afforded by the common schools in this

one respect, that it is mainly oral. The scholars do not

get their lessons by rote. What can be more stupid

thai! to put a book in the hands of a child, and require

him to learn verbatim what is printed therein when he

is just beginning at the very elements of arithmetic or

geography or natural history ] The teachers must first

master the subject by reading and study, and then give

concise expression to their thoughts and knowledge

:

otherwise they will make poor instructors for the blind.

Such instruction is more effective and agreeable, being

more in accordance with nature, than the dull formality

of the text-book. It constitutes the best means of

quickening and disciplining the mental faculties. It is

nature's own method, and has ever been a favorite one

with the best teachers. Thus taught Moses and Soc-

rates ; thus taught Solomon and Plato ; thus taught

Pythagoras and Confucius. Thus teach the most suc-

cessful instructors of to-day ; and thus ought every one

to teach who aims at the full development of the rich

and original resources of the human mind.

There is something natural and fascinating in oral

instruction. The well-modulated voice and the living
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wonl^ coniiiiii: fVcsli from tlic li])s of the cinicst tcarhcr

li;iM' a straiii;v [)()wc'r to awaken and iiisjjiic. wiiile licr

ai)i)roi»riat(' dii^-nitv and tones secnre the close attention

of the pnpils. and. associated with the instruction, leave

an inipii'ssion that will he indelihh-. Dec]) thouii;ht

and stl•on^ feelinii,' thns coniinnnicated are usnallv elo-

([uent. and find a ready uav directlv to the heart, wliile

the very soul of the (U^oted teaciier scorns so to ema-

nate with her instructions, and hlend itself with that of

the j)U])il. that liei- ])rinci])les and sentiments become

easily inwroum-ht into his moral beinij; and life. It is

thus that she most successfully transcribes her own

character upon the souls of her pui)ils.

Satisfiictory results are undoubtedly the best criteria

by which we can jud<;e the Aalue of any system of edu-

cation. The i^cnerous fruit thus far ])roduced by oral

instruction in the education of the blind speaks well for

its effect, and commends its adoption everywhere in

preference to all other methods.

TY/. — Evcniufj llcaduiff and Popular Literature.

In addition to the daily instruction <4i^ en in the school,

readinc: in the eveniui]^ by the teachers and officers is

employed as a means of general information and im-

provement.

The pupils are divided into six different classes, in

each of wliicli tliey listen for about t]iree-([narters of an

liour to souu^ useful and entertaninn' book adapted to

their respective mental capacities, and to the new s of the

day. Pains are taken not only to anuisc them, and to

give them serviceable information, but to refine their

taste, and to impart to them a love for pure Uterature,
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endeavoring thereby to raise a barrier against the flood

of unwholesome and pernicious reading now circulated

for the use of the young. This matter is of so serious

a character in its moral, intellectual, aesthetic, and so-

cial bearing, as to justify me in setting forth some pecu-

liar views, which probably do not meet with popular ap-

probation, but are the expression of a firm conviction,

conscientiously formed and honestly cherished.

In ancient Rome there was a large number of peo-

ple who devoted their time and energies to learning or

telling some new or exciting thing. Quidnunc was the

name applied to such persons. In our modern civiliza-

tion the quidnuncs are more numerous than they were in

the Augustan age, but of a different tendency and dif-

ferent tastes. They do not feast on harmless news and

stories, but prey on talcs of love-making and of hair-

breadth escapes, which excite the mind, j)ervert the im-

agination, and corrupt the heart.

It is a well-known fact that a craving appetite for

trashy reading, filled with descriptions of a fictitious,

unreal, and sensuous life, is at present on the increase,

and is excited to an alarming extent by many of the

publications now in vogue. The bookstands are groan-

ing under the load of the worst kind of mental aliment.

Loathsome productions, in which the absurd rivals the

horrible, and moral monstrosity is apotheosized as hero-

ism, are steadily multiplied and widely read. Descriptions

of the violation of all important articles of the civil and

moral code which governs human society, prepared and

highly seasoned by compilers hardly familiar with the

intricate art of spelling, are abundantly served for a

trifle to uninstructed or half-educated readers. Extrava-
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gaiit narratives, replete with va])id .seiitimcntalism, and

fabulous marvels, abounding in supernatural or rather

unnatural ejjisodes, and utterly destitute of good sense

and genuine human feeling, are issued in profusion,

and are hailed by the lower class of readers with joy

and enthusiasm. Fantastic effusions, in which —
" Soinnia, tcrrores magici, miraculae sagae,

Nuflunii lemures, portentaquo," '

being minutely described and exorbitantly illustrated and

magnified, constitute the centre of dramatic pathos and

the main points of attraction, are sought with excessive

eagerness and pored over with ardor. In a word, there

has been gradually created a passionate longing and

pressing demand for vicious stuff, which l)y an over-

prompt and abundant supply is filling empty minds with

evil thoughts and innocent hearts with impure desires.

School boys and girls, shop damsels and chambermaids,

clerks or laborers, work men or women, all are stirred by

a morbid curiosity to peruse publications crammed full

of poisonous error on every page, and mcited by the

allurements of a dreaming fancy to live on dangerous

illusions. Thus the growth of the aesthetic sense and

of a fine taste in the community for the good, the pure,

and the beautiful is seriously stunted, the sacredness of

the law deeply undermined, and virtue and morality

exposed to great peril. The evil should be effectually

suppressed. Public opinion must put down the abom

ination ; and books of a healthy and sound character,

select in diction, graceful in style, and real in substance,

must be provided to take the place of sensational and

venomous effusions.
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This popular craving for excitement and mental

stimulus, hardly less injurious than the appetite for

strong liquors, is fostered even by the regular perusal

of any fictitious writings. The reading of romances

nurses in the community a dreamy habit of mind, and.

by the excitement it produces, renders the ordinary

course of life uninteresting. It increases a useless

acquaintance with scenes in which we never shall be

called upon to act. It gives fascination to idle contem-

plations, and opens the mind to the assaults of vice in

all its forms. True, there is a vast difference between

novels and novels ; but Ruskin observes that in their

composition the temptation to picturesqueness of state-

ment is so great, that often the best writers of fiction

cannot resist it, and our views are rendered so violent

and one-sided that their vitality is rather a harm than

good.

Grave and historic romances undoubtedly contain

admirable delineations of the manners, ceremonies,

and customs of the past ; but they are an incongruous

mixture of fiction and fact. Even Sir Walter Scott's

vivid picture of medisevalism and feudalism is charac-

terized both by Ruskin and Bunsen as essentially

false. Fiction of a high order is harmless to those who

have attained a high degree of cultivation, and may

occasionally afford relaxation to the thinking scholar ;

but it is a positive injury to unthinking minds. Its

fruit is beautiful and fair to the sight, but, like " the

apples on the Dead Sea shore, all ashes to the taste."

Now, common experience, as well as a priori reason-

ing, suggests that history, biography, travels, and science

will prove sure antidotes to somnambulic paroxysms
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proiliicrd 1)\ our present popular literature. A constant

faniiliaiity with tacts and real existences will restrain the

imagination in its extravagant flights, and bring it into

liealthfnl and regnlar action. Children will thns find so

many actnal occasions for the exercise of all that is

excellent and noble in hnmanity that there can be no

proper place for fancied ones ; so many gennine subjects

for the development of thought, that there will be no

need of \isionarv creations ; so much of truth and reality,

that they will loath what is fictitious and false.

Nature is superbly tasteful in her sublime forms of

symmetry and beauty, and the ancient Greeks, by study-

ing her in all her delineations and faithfully copying

them, accomplished marvels in literature and art, and

have charmed and instructed the world for thousands of

years. History is full of heroic deeds and thrilling events,

which, if clothed in attractive and intelligible language,

will interest all readers. Biography is an immense

museum, filled with specimens of all kmds of humanity.

Travels are almost novels of reality. Why resort so

constantly to fiction ?

In our selections for evenmg reading here, we care-

fully avoid all that is sensational, extravagant, and ficti-

tious, endeavoring by every possible means to foster in

our pupils a love for pure and elevating literature. Our

own collection of books is limited ; but we constantly

avail oui'selves of the facilities for good reading offered

bv the public library and the Boston Athenirum. AVhen-

ever uncommon events render the perusal of any special

class of sound and substantial books particularly desira-

ble and attractive, we promptly seize the opportunity,

both to instruct the pupils on such subjects and to culti-
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vate their taste for solid information. As soon as the

Russo-Turkish war was declared, I at once had a relief-

map of European and Asiatic Turkey made, and brief

histories of the two empu'es, together with treatises

on the races of the East, written by such distinguished

authors as Gladstone, Freeman, and others, read to the

pupils. The result was, that they found the reading

enjoyable, and at the same time many of them became

so familiar with the various phases of the Eastern

question as to be able to discuss the war-topics intelli-

gently. This course is advantageous both to the pupils

themselves, and to those around them. There are

often themes of a literary, scientific, social, civil, histori-

cal, or ethnological character, which are made by pecu-

liar cii'cumstances so attractive as to absorb the public

attention, or that of the community of a school. Select

books on such subjects, written in a simple and pure

style, and read well aloud, will always interest and

amuse the blind, and fill their minds with useful and

substantial information.

For a good supply of choice miscellaneous reading we

are indebted to the editors and proprietors of some of

the best reviews, magazines, and weekly papers in the

country, who send then- excellent publications gratui-

tously to the Institution. A list of all these will be

hereto appended.

VIIL— Illustrative Apparatus and Embossed Books.

There are no greater and more eff"ective auxiliaries

in the instruction of sightless children and youth than

educational appliances, and books of reference, adapted

to the sense of touch.
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'Vhc em})l()yin('n( of" t;iiii;il»l(' a])]);iratus in i)rcscnting

truth rcndcis it fresh and attriictivc. It stimulates

activity, and hieaks u}) tlic monotony of the schoohoom.

C'hikhen arc naturally averse to abstract discourses and

idiilosophical reasoning, which at best " anuize and con-

found untU'N eloped minds;" but they are never indiffer-

ent \\hen asked to feel of a tan<^ible form, to trace the

sources of a river on the map, or to examine the model

of a vessel or the imitation of a fish. On the contrary,

they are delighted with the o})eration ; and the class-

room gains much by it in spirit, interest, and life.

The value of the plan of introducing ideas into the

mind of youth by means of tangible forms is inestima-

ble in various ways. Mistaken conceptions are thereby

rectified. Weak or imperfect perceptions are certified

and strengthened by additional sensuous impressions.

Abstract ideas and indescribable qualities become clear

and comprehensible ; and even invisible causes are some-

times easily understood by a careful study of their

effects. Hence it is obvious that tangible apparatus of

all kinds is not merely desu'able but indispensable for

the efiacient training of sightless children, since it is

almost impossible to give them an adec^uate idea with-

out its aid. A school for the l)lind, provided with good

instructors, and with the most approved conveniences

for comfort and health. l)ut destitute of tangible appa-

ratus and good embossed books, is like a well-con-

structed and spacious worksho}). with the workmen all

present, with skilful and learned masters, but with only

a few tools of the poorest kind for its numerous appren-

tices. Imagine such a workshop, and you cannot help
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saying, " What a miserable piece of economy is here

shown
!

"

Pains have been taken not to allow our school to merit

such a reproach as this ; and our means and facilities for

tangible illustration have been multiplied and varied as

much as was possible during the past year. It has been

my endeavor, not only to improve our own apparatus

and enrich our appliances, by the contrivance of new

ones, but to procure from American and European insti-

tutions every new device for facilitating the studies of

our pupils, whether its value was real, or, as too often

proves to be the case upon trial, only imaginary. That

the spu'it of habitual conservatism, which stubbornly

opposes or effectually blocks the march of progress, can

hardly be applicable to the management of our Institu-

tion, would be sufficiently shown by the following brief

statement of new appliances and apparatus^ made, pro-

cured, or improved during the past year, for illustrating

various branches of study.

Arithmetic.— Besides obtainmg a large number of

Eaton's wooden ciphering-boards, a new slate of an

improved pattern has been constructed, which seems, in

some respects, to be superior to all others. Its square

holes, or cells, are made of solid brass strips, iitted

crosswise ; and the whole body is fastened into a

cherry or black-walnut frame. The objection to han-

dling brass is entirely obviated by having all the strips

nickel-plated. This board is so well manufactured that

it cannot be surpassed either in neatness and conven-

ience, or in structure and durability. It can be truly

said that it is the cheapest, because it will last as long

as it is needed.
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A ii(>\\ su|)j)lv of" t\|)('s lor cipliciiiiij^ li;is also l)ceii

recently cast and iiickcl-platcd. 'riicsc arc Itcttcr fin-

ished than usual, and their price has hccn icduced to

one cent apiece.

Geographij. — The appliances for the study of geogra-

phy have been thoroughly renovated, and greatly

increased.

Two large globes, one. in the boys' and the other in

the gu'ls' school, have been repaired, iin})roved, and

beautified. They are made as good as new ones.

Two complete sets, one of dissected and the other of

wall maps, have been constructed during the past year,

on an entirely new plan and with many improvements.

These maps are, in point of accuracy and workmanship,

superior to all thus far made in Europe or in this coun-

try. They are, moreover, models of beauty, and may

serve as ornamental pictures in a schoolroom, as well as

in a gentleman's office. Their price is reduced to one-

half of what they formerly cost.

Two of Mr. lluntoon's dissected maps of the United

States, for the study of physical geography, have also

been added to our collection during the past year.

Attempts have been made at preparing plates where-

from to print maps for class-work at a very small cost,

and there would seem to be no serious obstacle to ulti-

mate success in this direction.

PoiHt-irn'fin(/. — In addition to the old French frame

and to the Daisy tablet for ])oint-writing after the system

of liraille, a new one has l)een contrived, which is very

simple in structure, and meets with general favor. Tts

price is only one dollar.

Perhaps it will be a])propriate to make a few remarks
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in this connection with regard to the adoption of Braille's

system of point-writing.

Some time ago several of our most intelligent blind

instructors and graduates undertook to give their partic-

ular attention to the subject of point-writing in general,

to examine the merits of the various systems in use,

and to pronounce impartially in favor of the one which

a thorough and patient examination should show to be

the best. The existing point-alphabets were critically

examined and compared by them, and, having carefully

weighed their respective merits and defects, they decided

in favor of that of Braille. Since this conclusion was

arrived at, Braille's system for point-writing and musical

notation, which has for many years been used in our

school, has been methodically taught with abbreviations

or contractions, and is constantly employed by most of

the inmates, as the means for keeping notes and memo-

randa in various studies or for carrying on their corre-

spondence.

This system has so many advantages that render it

popular among the blind, that they would undoubtedly

adopt it in preference to all others, if they were left

free to make their own choice. The scientific ingenu-

ity upon which its construction is based, renders it

remarkably simple and methodical ; and it is thereby

easily acquii'ed and remembered. The arrangement for

musical notation is so systematic, so concise, and so com-

prehensive, that it can scarcely be equalled by any sim-

ilar contrivance. Its long use in Great Britain and all

over Europe has caused a large amount of music and

of fine literature in the modern as Avell as in the ancient

languages to be prmted in it, which the blind of this
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Institution and of" Ainciica in i^cncral can ill afford to

lose.

The fore";om<j: are a ivw of" the many reasons ^\hicllon
have induced us to adopt Braille's system here in prefer-

ence to any other ; and its employment in several of the

other American institutions has probably been brought

about by similar considerations.

While on this subject, let me state that M. Recordon,

of Geneva, is said to ha\e in^ ented a writing-machine

for the use of the blind, by the aid of A\hich they are

able to write both in raised characters and in letters

legible to the seeing. The following is a translation of

the notice of this invention contained in a number of

the Eco d 'Italia :
—

" Mons. Recordon of Geneva has invented a writing-

machine, whereby the blind are enabled to write both in

raised characters, and in ordinary letters legible to the

eye. Two wheels moving parallel one with the other

form the pi"S'ot of this machine, which has solved the

difficult problem of writing for the blind in the most

satisfactory manner. At a meeting held for the purpose

of testing this important mvention, a lady, blind from

birth, printed with ease a letter in relief, destined to be

read with the touch, and a ])roof to be read with the

eye. Some phrases written by persons present and not

previously examined by the lady, were at once deci-

phered by her with surprising rapidity."

Object Lessons.— A nucleus of a collection of models

and toys, and of imitations of animals, tools, and imple-

ments of various kinds, has been obtained during the

past year for the study of this very interesting and

important branch.
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Geometry. — Some time since a contrivance was im-

ported by us from Denmark for making geometrical

diagrams by hand, which, although in some degree use-

ful, did not work to our entke satisfaction. Experi-

ments have been made to obtain a new device for

printing all kmds of diagrams m a simple and econom-

ical way, and there is reason to hope for success in the

preparation of all which we require for the study of

geometry.

Physics. — A new set of philosophical apparatus, like

that used in the grammar schools of Boston, is in process

of manufacture for use here.

All new publications in raised characters have been

readily procured.

Such are the additions made during the past year to

our collection of illustrative appliances, and such the

attempts at improvement of the tangible a23paratus.

While we have promptly obtained what was available,

we still feel the want of adequate means for the thor-

ough study of anatomy and physiology.

Let me here suggest, that gentlemen who may have

in their collections any duplicates of animals, bu'ds,

shells, minerals, or n;odels, will confer a great favor by

giving such duplicates to the Institution for the use of

the pupils.

Music Department.

In my previous report I have attempted to show the

inestimable value of music as a means of culture, and to

set forth its important influence in the education of the

blind, which induced the sagacious founder of the Insti-

tution to give it so prominent a place in our course of
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instruction, and to spare neither expense nor efforts in

providin<:!: for its tlioroni^li study and ])rartif(\ Hut to

be more sperifif in ])resenting its claiins to the friends

of the blind, let nie consider it in its trii)lc' influence;

namely, as a powerful agent of moral development and

intellectual culture, as a means of liapi)iness and social

enjoyment, and as a profession of special advantage to

the sig-htless ; and mve, in conclusion, a l)rief account of

what has been accomplished in our nnisic department

during the past year.

I.— Moral and Intellectual Effects of Music.

Music performs an important part in the elevation

of human nature ; and its province is to make man feel

the beauty of what is good, true, moral, and holy.

Among the ancients, the invention of music was

ascribed to the gods ; and tliOre was a supernatural

power attributed to it. which no sceptic was found to

deny. It was fabled tliat diseases were cured by music,

and that the steadfast rocks and trees sprang from then-

immobility, and joined in harmonious dances. Victories

were won simply by fu-ing the soldiery to great efforts

by means of higher martial strains ; and the song of the

Sii-ens was represented by I lonier as having been too

irresistible even for the cunning ear of llysses.

But divested of all fabulous qualities, and stripped of

fanciful exaggeration, music remains in its true nature

one of the great humanizers of tlie race, affording

the best means of intellectual, emotional, and social

culture. It is the language of the heart, and gives the

fullest and deepest expression to all its sentiments and

emotions. It penetrates the imier chambers, and exer-

10
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ciscs an almost iiTesistible sway over the feelings and

purpose of man. It refines the taste, soothes the pas-

sions, and subdues the instincts of ferocity and brutality.

According to a German proverb which has come down

from the days of Luther, " Where music is, the devil

enters not." David took his harp when he would cause

the evil spirit to depart from Saul. Napoleon, having

conquered Egypt, wrote home to the Academy in Paris

to inquire what kind of music it would be expedient to

employ in the mosques, and in religious services. His

object was to mollify and subdue the hearts of the

people, to make them yielding and receptive to the new

influences which he wished to exert upon them, and to

gain that control over their feelings by his arts, which

he had achieved over their power by his arms.

The great educator of Massachusetts, Horace Mann,

says that one of the most characteristic attributes of

music is its harmonizing, pacificating influence. Har-

mony of sound produces harmony of feeling. In every

crowded concert, or at every numerously attended musi-

cal festival, there is present a heterogeneous mass of

human beings ; a collection and full assortment of

contrarieties and antagonisms ; and yet the whole com-

pany is fused into one by the sound of music. For the

time being, all enmity and acrimony of feeling are

softened into kindness.

The harmonies of music poured over the conflicting

elements of the soul of man, awaken, encourage, and

strengthen all that is noble in his nature. Its melodies,

like bright, shining lights, lead upward and onward to

higher spheres, where vicious appetites, corrupt tenden-

cies, and vulgar sensuality cannot be admitted. They
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lift us from the inatciiiil to tlic ideal. iVoiii low desires

to liin-h aspirations, from the tlesli to the spirit, from

earth to lunueii. The vivifying and purihing power oi'

music can hardly he hetter or more adecjuately descrihed

than in the following words of Liszt, one of its most

devoted hierophants :
—

"llocks and cliffs awakened, and the stou}- heart

dissoh ed, beasts of the forests were spell-bound, and

the fierce instincts of man were tamed ; birds listened in

theu' song, brooks ceased their lullaby, and the coarse

laugh of revelry was checked at those rounds, which

proclaimed to humanity the sweet power of art, the

brio:htness of her "-lorv, and her enlightenin^r harmonv."

IL — Music ns a Means of Happiness.

Aside from its moral and aesthetic bearings, music

affords numerous helps toward the well-being of society.

It is one of the best means of imparting cheerfulness,

and a genial flow of spu'its, and of promoting happiness.

It holds a natural relationship with peace and hope,

thereby calming the troubled s])irit and affording recre-

ation to the wearied mind. It lends a charm and zest

to social gatherings which nothing else can give. It is

a soothing companion in the long vigils of pain, and a

comforting friend in misfortune or in the deeper soli-

tude of bereavement. It disperses the clouds that

envelop a solitary and monotonous life, and tempers

and brightens the atmosphere of a gloomy home. As

its scientific relations open its way to the intellect, so its

inherent power to tranquillize or to enliven, to express

the highest and most rapturous joys which ever thrill
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the human soul, or to pour a delicious oblivion over

suffering, renders it the means of universal pleasure and

happiness.

But, if all classes of people are generally diverted

and made happy by music, they whose lack of sight

deprives the wounded spii'it of the balm and anodyne

which the benignant sisterhood of the fine arts alone

can bestoAV, are regaled, consoled, and supported by it.

They beguile then- solitary hours by its practice, and at

the same time exercise their intellectual faculties and

improve then- mental vision by studying the mathemati-

cal relations of its tones. They derive from the pursuit

of this art a higher enjoyment than is afforded by the

sordid luxuries of common life, and acquire some of

the ideas of unity, symmetry, and beauty which nature

gives to those who see. Hence musical training,

blended with the graces and ornaments of a thorough

culture, is to the blind an inexhaustible source of joy

and happiness, as well as an essential element for suc-

cess in life. With regard to its practical benefits, how-

ever, we are not left to speculation and inference alone.

Ill-— Music a Suitable Occupation for the Blind.

There is no doubt that the musical profession is one

which the blind may follow with ease and profit to

themselves and with benefit to the community. Its suc-

cessful practice by so many graduates of this and kin-

di'ed institutions in the country is in itself sufficient to

settle the question ; but the extent of the real capacity

of a sightless person is not generally known. Since

this is often either undervalued or exaggerated, accord-

ing to circumstances, a brief statement of some facts
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connected therewith may serve to correct certain errors

which are current, and lead to a true understanding of

the sul)ject.

Lor reasons easily explained by mental philosophy,

the hlind are passionately fond of music, and its pro-

fession is so attractive to them, that it is commonly

supposed that persons whose eyes are closed to the

impression of light, must have an ear widely open to

the harmonies of sound, and that sightless children

have more natural talent for music than those who can

see. A thorough investigation of the matter, coupled

with a careful comparison of data, will show, however,

that in a given number of blind and seemg persons

there w411 be the same proportion of each qualified by

nature to excel in music. Yet, beyond doubt, the sense

of hearing in a blind person becomes so sharpened by

training and cultivation as to become almost perfect.

The reasons for this are obvious.

That part of our nature which gives us a knowledge

and love of the beautiful in the external world, can be

cultivated by the exercise of the senses in general ; but

not of any one of them in particular. Sight, hearing,

touch, &c., each and all play a greater or smaller part

in this operation ; and when one of them is closed, the

others have to perform in part its work. The blind,

feeling as strong a desire as others do for that kind of

stimulus with which the mind is furnished by commu-

nication with the outer \Aorld through the senses, devote

themselves with double zeal to the cultivation of that of

touch, and still more so to that of hearing. Hence this

latter sense becomes so improved and sharpened that

the relations of sounds imperceptible to ordinary lis-
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tcners are apparent to them ; and a blind man with a

trained ear and a well-developed mind finds an exhaust-

less pleasure in tracing out the thread of harmony

which runs through all natural sounds. To him there

is music not only in the human voice and in the sound

of special instruments, but in every thing. From the

hum of the insect to the peal of the thunder, he per-

ceives harmony in all.

The sense of hearing is with some of the blind,

however, as sluggish as it is often found among the

seeing ; and its improvement is a process both difficult

and slow, requiring special efforts. But in many such

cases zeal and patience have triumphed over the defi-

ciencies of the ear, and an unexpected success has been

the reward of industry and energy. In these instances,

proper facilities for a thorough systematic and scientific

musical training, as well as the strength of the will,

sustained by an ardent deske for the musical profession,

have often conquered nature.

There are reasons which render this profession par-

ticularly attractive to the blind, and which spur on a

certain number of them to make uncommon efforts for

its attainment.

In the practice of music more than in any other

employment they have free scope to exercise those

faculties which are scarcely impeded by darkness, and

to raise themselves in the social scale. Here they can

overcome all technical difficulties, and become good

performers and instructors. Here they find an occupa-

tion agreeable to their susceptibilities, congenial to theu-

tastes, and promising a successful career in' practical life.

Hereby, above all, they are so armed as to start in the
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race of life under no disadvantages, and to compete on

almost equal terms witli tliose who sec in gaining a

livelihood, and hecoinini; useful and iu(l('i)endent mem-

bers of society. History, experience, statistics, and

common sense, all testify alike to the truth of this

statement.

It is obvious, then, that music, taught as it is in this

Institution, is not a luxury, or mere accomplishment, as

some are apt to suppose, but the most effective and

powerful agent in the education of the blind. Besides

improving their intellect, purifying their moral nature,

elevating their sentiments, refining their tastes, and pro-

moting their happiness, it opens a wide field of profitable

employment to all who have marked ability.

I]\ — Work of the Past Year.

Under the faithful management of ^fr. Thomas

Reeves, assisted by five competent resident teachers,

and of three non-resident professors, distinguished in

their respective branches, the musical department has

made steady advancement, and a great amount of prac-

tical work has been accomplished during the past year.

The number of pupils who have received instruction

in this department during the last twelve months is

eighty-eight. This does not include several who have

taken lessons, but who. for want of tlie necessar}^ talent

or ability to study music to advantage, have been dis-

continued after a patient and fair trial.

Our practice has been to give elementary musical

instruction to all our pupils, with the sole exception of

those who are defective in heaiing or utterly lacking in

the capacity for perceiving, or enjoying, the harmonious
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relations of sound. Such cases, however, are not very

common.

Instruction in music is not postponed until after the

mental faculties of the pupils have been fully developed.

It begins early. Childhood is the most appropriate age

for its commencement. If it be not cultivated in the

early spring-time of life, its fruition becomes doubtful.

Inaction enervates the musical faculties ; the ear grows

dull from lack of culture, and the voice unmanageable

by long disuse.

The branches taught are the same as heretofore

;

viz., the piano, organ, class and solo singing, the flute,

clarionet, cornet and other brass-band instruments, har-

mony, and the history of music. To these may be

added a class in pedagogics, whose main object has

been to commit to memory, thoroughly and minutely,

the contents of an instruction-book for the piano. This

has been done in the light of the experience of the

instructor, Mr. Kilbourne, which he has gained since

he graduated from this Institution, in teaching a large

number of seeing children with satisfactory results.

It is often asked whether the blind learn to play by

note or by the ear. As this Report may fall into the

hands of many who are likely to make the same inquiry,

the following statement will give an idea of the method

by which our pupils are taught music.

All the advanced scholars have their music lessons

read aloud to them by a professional reader ; and, as

soon as they have committed them to memory, are

ready to receive the instruction of their teacher.

There are three seeing young ladies employed for read-

ing music, who devote from one to four hours a week
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to each scholiii-. The ])ui)ils in tlicir liiiii repeat occa-

sionally to cacli otlici' what tlicN lia\c Icaiiicd. if this

seem to he desiiahlc. \\ hcii a piece ol music is N\ell

read, every word, dot, and line, without the omission of

the smallest detail, is so distinctly tiaiiscribed and fixed

in the mind of the learner, that it appears before liis

mental vision as clearly as the notes on the music-desk

present themselves to the natural eye of the seeing

musician. By the above method of readmg, or dictation,

a professional musician can learn, on an average, five

or six pages of music per hour. Thus it may be in

part understood how the blind are able to teach the

seeing.

Instruction-books for all branches of music, printed

accordmg to Braille's system of tangible musical notation,

would render our pupils in a great measure independent

of music-readers. For want of the appropriate books

in the study of harmony, the teacher has been com-

pelled to have the pupils write in the above system,

from dictation, an abstract of llichter's manual on this

branch of music. This was dra^^^l from the introduc-

tion and the first twelve chapters, and consisted of all

the exercises to be worked out, together with the most

important explanations, and a few of the musical exam-

ples. The whole occupies from sixty to seventy pages,

and is bound in a convenient form for present and

future use ; but considerable valuable time has been

given to it, which might another year- be very advanta-

geously devoted in some other direction, if ]uinted

books of this and similar kinds could be obtained.

During the past year two new pianofortes have been

added to our collection of forty, and several old ones

11
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reftaircd and put in good order. Other instruments

have also been purchased, and nothmg was omitted,

compatible with the means of the establishment, which

might tend to increase the proficiency of the music

department.

Besides the ample means for a scientific instruction

and thorough practice aff"orded at the Institution, oppor-

tunities for attendance upon performances of various

kinds, and of hearing great compositions interpreted by

eminent artists, have been eagerly sought and amply

enjoyed by our pupils. Boston is the acknowledged

centre of the profession of music in America. Owing

to various causes, and most especially to the thorough

musical instruction given in its schools by a corps of

able and accomplished teachers, the musical taste of the

community has been widely promoted, and the appreci-

ation of excellence in music has been increased from

year to year. This develops a discrimmating love for

what is beautiful in art, and elevates the character of

public performances. To show what rare advantages

are aff"orded in this city for musical culture, suffice it to

mention, that, among numerous other classical composi-

tions, there have been performed during the past year

by eminent artists and societies of the first order, eigh-

teen of Bach, nine of Mozart, thiity-one of Beethoven,

twenty-one of Schubert, twenty-nine of Shumann, twenty-

nine of Mendelssohn, and fifty-two of Chopin, togeth-

er with four oratorios of Handel, and one of Mendels-

sohn. Thanks to the kindness and generosity of the

artists, societies, and managers, whose names will be

hereafter mentioned in the list of acknowledgments,

our pupils have been allowed to derive great benefit
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from ;itt(Mi(Hni^ most of tlio host roiiccrts. rclioarsals,

oratorios, o])cras, and the like. I can assure the j^ciitle-

men wlio liave conferred these favors U])on us. that no

hearers in the eoiumunity can he more thorou<^lily ap-

preciative of these performances tliau our pupils ; for

thc> reason, that, in addition to the actual sensuous <ijrati-

fication enjoyed on each occasion, they are conscious of

the i^Tcat henetit accruini;- to themselves as students of

an art by which they are to earn their livelihood and to

become independent and happy.

Tuning Department.

This department is a very important branch in our

system of training the blind to become self-supporting,

and has received, under the able management of Mr.

J. W. Smith, all the attention which its practical ends

and useful purposes merit.

The instruction therein given during the past year

has been as thorough and systematic as heretofore, and

the results have been satisfactory.

The pressure for admission into this department has

been stronger than ever ; but the fact is kept constantly

in view, that there are many (pialitications requisite to

make a successful tuner of pianofortes, or a thorough

music-teacher. Acute ear, mechanical skill, and natural

talent, all are valuable ])OSsessions ; but they do not

suffice. To turn these to advantage, good manners,

pleasing address, gentlemanly conduct, modesty in

demeanor, and cleanliness in ]ierson and habits, are

indispensable. Great as is the care, however, exercised

in selecting those who seem well adapted in most

respects, the number of })upils under instruction during
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the past year has reached nmeteen, and is steadily

increasing. Two of the recipients of the benefits of

this department have left it at the close of the term,

— Charles Libby of Sanford, Me., and Charles Lindsay

of Melbourne, Can. The latter graduated and returned

to his home, where he has excellent prospects of suc-

cess as a tuner.

The time devoted by our pupils to taking lessons and

practising in the tuning-rooms varies from four to

twenty-four hours a week. They are carefully and

scientifically instructed in the theory and practice of the

art of tuning, as well as in the construction of the

pianoforte. Pains are taken not only to train their ear,

but to acquaint them, by means of models of various

kinds of actions, with the minutest details of their

mechanism, and to make them familiar with the form,

size, and relations of every part, the material of which

each is composed, and the office it performs. A cabinet-

organ has been added, during the past year, to the

collection of instruments employed in the tuning depart-

ment ; and several of the pupils have been taught to

tune reed organs, with promising results. If this proves

a success, it will open a new field of usefulness to

blind tuners, and especially to those w^ho are obliged to

seek employment in the country, the number of these

instruments in the rural districts far exceeding that of

pianofortes.

The outside work in tuning has more than doubled

during the past year, and our best tuners have been

kept steadily busy. This increase, as well as our suc-

cess in obtaining the contract for tuning and keeping in

good working order the pianofortes used in the schools
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of l>()st()ii. is larii^clv owinuj to tlio artivc sympatliy

given to the pupils hv most of" the proniinciit musicians

in the city. Praise and thanks arc due to all of them,

hut especially to Messrs. 1>. J. rian*i: '"^^l Carl Zerralm,

who, after a patient and conscientious trial of our tuners,

liaAc furnished them Avith the following recommenda-

tions :
—

J. \V. Smith, Esq. : Dear Sir. — I dosiro to tell yoii how tlior-

oughly contented and satisfied 1 liave been by some tuning wliich

has been done for me by persons sent from the Perkins Institution

for the Blind.

In the cases whicli have come under my observation, the work

was excellent ; in one of them the instrument has held its tune

six or seven weeks, almost without disorder of an}- sort.

That the pianoforte tuning which may be done from your

people must invariably be good I have no doubt ; and I give you

and them ray heartv wishes for the success and patronage which

is so well deserved. Yours,

B. J. LANG.
Boston, Feb. 3, 1877.

Boston, March 31, 1877.

It gives me great pleasure to state that I examined a piano-

forte tuned by one of the pupils of the Institution for the Blind,

and that I found the work done on the same to ray perfect satis-

faction.

CARL ZERRAIIN.

These words of a})proval and countenance, coming

from such eminent authoriti(>s. Iiaxc done much to swell

the numhcr of our patrons, as well as to till tlie hlind

themselves with hope and courage, and have undoubt-

edly had theu- weight in the decision by which the

pianofortes of the ])ublic schools have been placed

under the care of our tuning (lei)artment. This event
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is of so vast an importance to the blind of New Eng-

land, and of the whole country, as to merit a brief

notice by itself, followed by a statement of some of

the reasons for the success of the blind as tuners of

pianofortes.

I. — Contract for Tuning the Pianos in the Public Schools.

Nearly a year ago the attempt was made to secure

the contract for tuning the pianofortes used in the

public schools of the city of Boston. Application was

made to the proper committee of the school-board, and

the matter duly canvassed ; but it was decided that it

would be utterly impossible for the blind to fulfil the

terms of the contract, however well qualified they

might be as tuners.

Early in the spring, owing to the sudden death of the

person who had taken care of the pianofortes in the

public schools for many years, the contract was opened

to competition. Our application was then renewed, and

our claim strongly urged by the earnest friends of the

blind, foremost among whom were Messrs. Charles L.

Heywood and Abraham Cutter. Some of the most influ-

ential daily papers of Boston unreservedly advocated our

case. Petitions were signed by numerous distmguished

citizens, and by several of the leading musicians of the

city (some of whom had employed blind tuners), asking

the school-board to give them a trial. The members of

the proper committee were interviewed ; and all seemed

disposed to grant our request, provided they could feel

sure that the work would be thoroughly done. Satisfac-

tory assurances on this point having been given, the con-

tract was cheerfully awarded to this Institution, on the
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ground, tliat. ()tli(>r tilings being ('([iial. tlic Idind liad tlic

first claim to the public patronage. Our tuners entered

upon this now field on the 1st of May, witli zeal and

enthusiasm ; and ^ve believe that their work has thus far

given satisfaction to all parties.

This contract is of high value to the blind in its })rac-

tical bearings, as well as in its moral effects. Besides

furnishing with steady work three or four sightless

tuners, it will serve to eradicate some of the deeply-rooted

prejudices against the al)ilities of all their brethren in

misfortune, and give new scope and power to our tuning

de])artment.

One of the most grievous but entirely unjust burdens

with which the blind are gratuitously laden, proceeds

from the common supposition that they are and nuist

ever be helpless and dependent. Then- mental faculties,

their moral attributes, and their social affections are

hardly disputed, in this country at least. But then* capa-

city for usefulness, theu' skill in handicraft, and their

efficiency in arts and professions, are often doubted. ,even

by intelligent persons. This is a gross error of popular

judgment ; and every practical illustration which goes to

prove the abilities of the blind will help to overcome

distrust, and vindicate their claim to social equality with

industrious and cultiAated people. No demonstration

could have accomplished this end so directly and effectu-

ally as the fact of \'21 costly instruments used in the

public schools of the city of Boston being placed by con-

tract under the charge of the tuners of this Institution

by a committee composed of well-informed persons and

business men. The moral effects of this official recogni-

tion of the ability and proficiency of the blind tuners are
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worth more to them, and to then* fellow sufferers, than

gold and rubies ; and to the school-board of the metropolis

of New England justly belongs the honor of having done

justice to them, and rendered a great service to human-

ity. The good effects of this act are already beginning

to be seen. Our tuners are steadily gaining the confi-

dence of the community, and their services are sought

and employed by some of the best families in Boston and

the neighboring towns. They bring to their work a

finely cultivated ear, and a thorough knowledge of the

art of tuning ; and, as will be shown by the following

remarks, their infirmity, instead of being a drawback to

them, gives certain positive advantages in their profession.

II.— Reasons for the Success of the Blind as Tuners.

That sightless persons succeed remarkably well in

tuning pianofortes, and that they have in some respects

decided advantages over their seeing brethren in the

craft, is no matter of wonder to those acquainted with

then- skill. But a careful consideration of the effects of

their infirmity on the remaining senses, and of the culti-

vation which these senses receive at schools intended for

the benefit of the blind, will dispel even the shadow of a

doubt from any thinking mind.

No one can deny the possibility that the optic nerve

influences those of the other senses to the extent that

one nerve can act on another through the medium of the

brain ; but the sense of sight, which generally deals with

material objects, has no jurisdiction whatever in the

department of sound. Here the ear reigns supreme,

absolute monarch, without any rival, or even subordinate

minister. Here the auditory organs alone can be advan-
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tagoouslv i'ni|)l()yi'(l. mid render efHcient service. 'I'nio,

wlien we eonie in contact with the \ ihrations of" sonoi'ous

bodices, tlirre are certiuii seiisutioiis produced in tlie sen-

sorium, even wIkmi the aveune of tlie sens(> of liearini;- is

hermetically sealed ; hut these thtiei- widely from those

caused by the imi)ressioii received through the auditory

nerves, and are not ])leasurable. Laura 15ridf?man says

that she hcdrs the brass hand i)lay ; hut. in j)oiut of fact,

her hearing consists in a kind of sensation which is pro-

duced through the ner\ous fibres of her feet by coming

in contact with the vibrating fiooi- of the music-room,

and of which the ordinary sensitive nerves are generally

susceptible. In other words, she perceives the ^^brations

of bodies, by the nerves of touch, as mere tremors, a sen-

sation wholly different in its nature from sound. Deli-

cate and extremely exquisite as her organization is, it

does not enable her to distinguish pitch, or harmony.

It is the ear, therefore, and the ear alone, that deals with

sounds and their qualities and relations, as the eye

judges of light, or of colors and their combinations ; and

it is the acnteness of the ear, and not the sharpness of

the eve, that enables a tuner of pianofortes to distinguish

the differences of the notes, and to balance or distribute

the inequalities of the scale.

Now, in consecpience of the loss of sight, the blind

begin early to concentrate their attention upon impres-

sions received througli tlie auditory nerves. They con-

stantlv emplov the ear for various purposes for which

seeing persons use the eyes, and tliey let it rest only when

thev are asleep. By continual and steady exercise they

render it a close observer, so that they are enabled by

its aid to determine distances, to a^ oid dangers, to thread

12
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their way through the crowded streets of the city to their

places of busmess or to the house of a customer, and to

recognize their friends through the different tones and

peculiarities of the voice. Moreover, the atmosphere

of this Institution being in a high degree musical,

uncommon opportunities are offered for the thorough

cultivation and refinement of the ear ; and its acute-

ness and nicety are hereby so greatly improved that

the blind acquke a most astonishing power and accuracy

in distinguishing the pitch and quality of sounds. Owing

to their peculiar training, the sensation of the auditory

organs in the blmd is so increased in intensity that dis-

tant sounds are perceived by them as distmctly as remote

objects are clearly discerned by the eye armed with a

telescope. Hence, as far as the work of tuning is con-

cerned, if there be any advantage possessed by one class

over the other, it must necessarily be in favor of the

blind.

It must be admitted, however, that in repairing piano-

fortes the sightless tuner is at a disadvantage, because

here the hand is not guided by the ear, but directed by

the eye. Nevertheless, even here there are many things

which he can do quite as well as the seeing workman,

although he may requii-e a little more time. General

repairing, however, should never be undertaken by any

tuner, whether blind or seeing, unless he be a practical

piano-maker. Many costly instruments have been in-

jured by inexperienced workmen who have attempted

to do on them what did not belong to their profession,

and was beyond their knowledge and skill.
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Technical 1)i:i*autmi:nt.

An ini])ortant dutv of" this Institution to the hhnd and

to the puhlic, is to exercise all its |)ii|)ils in the elements

of handicraft, as a ])art of the rej^ular course of instruc-

tiou, and train a larjj;-e portion of them to such trades or

special work as shall enable tlic>ni to <^ain a livelihood.

^Manual labor is of inestimable value to all men. It

is a source of individual happiness and the solid founda-

tion of general ])rosperity. It is as essential to domes-

tic comfort and to social welfare as the sunlight is indis-

pensable to the growth and health of plants. No great

tiling was ever won without toil. Horace says in one of

his poems, that nature gives nothing to man without

great labor

:

" Nihil sine inngno

Yitu hibore dcHlit iiKjrtalibus."

According to a Greek proverb, •' Love of toil is the

father of glory." Pictet considers the industry of the

hands as the best means for the moral perfection of

the individual.

But if the mfiuences of handicraft are so beneficial in

general, to the blind they are of special value. Besides

offering opportunities to a large number for the profit-

able employment of their time, and for self-support, the

practice of some kind of manual occupation is found by

all blind persons a great relief, inasmuch as it serves to

break up the monotony and enforced idleness which

would otlunwise o])press theu' lives, and has a most salu-

tary effect upon their moral character and physical

health.

Manual labor has alwavs been mcluded in oui' svstem
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of education, and instruction in simple mechanical arts

is given to our pupils as soon as they begin to learn the

letters of the alphabet. The development of the men-

tal faculties, and the training of the hand, proceed at an

equal pace. No undue preponderance is bestowed upon

the one to the neglect of the other.

In most of the asylums or workshops for the blind in

Great Britain, the rule of the thumb is in the ascen-

dency, while very little attention is paid to that of rea-

son. The natural product is ignorant dexterity in a sin-

gle direction, and these establishments bear the mark

of certain characteristics common to almshouses. On
the other hand, in most of the institutions for the blind

in this country, a great deal of attention is bestowed

upon the training of the brain, and very little upon that

of the hands. The result is an increase in the number

of polished peddlers, or respectable beggars. In our

own, as well as in several of the other leading establish-

ments, efforts have been unceasingly made to unite the

good features of both these systems, and to join skill

in handicraft, or proficiency in some other useful call-

ing, in equal fellowship with intellectual knowledge.

The fact that the blind in this country have to be

thrown upon their own resources as soon as they gradu-

ate from the schools established and maintained for their

benefit, without any prospect of entering the common

workshops for apprenticeship m any of the mechanical

arts, renders it necessary to furnish them with all avail-

able means of instruction in manual labor, regardless

of expense.

The end and object of traming the blind in handicraft

is twofold.
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I'irsfJi/. To instil into tlicii- minds ;t Ionc of" labor

and steady iqjplication. and to train their hands so

oftici(Mitlv as to render them skillul and dexterons ;

habits ol" industry, prudenee, and liuyalit) hi-in;;' of such

vital importance to the greater niun])er of" our jjujjils as

to rcquii'e a culture no less steady and careful than that

bestowed upon their literary and musical attainments ;

Most of our graduates will he under the necessity of

maintaining themselves by tlunr own exertions, and nuist

therefore be well ([ualitied and thoroughly prepared to

enter into the arena of practical life.

Sccoiidlj/. To promote bodily acti\ity and soundness

of health, and to develop muscular strength. The

workshop is to some extent a sort of gymnasium, where

the pupils not only exercise their perceptive faculties,

but acquire a certain degree of physical vigor and elas-

ticity, and are trained to the command and use of their

arms and limbs.

The technical department is divided into two branches,

one for the boys and the other for the gii'ls.

/.— Workshop for the Boi/s.

All our pupils, whether children of the rich or of the

poor, whether destined to become teachers of nnisic or

of some other branch, s})end a certain portion of tlieii'

time daily in the sho[). They repair there at fixed hours

in larger or smaller numbers, and are trained to simple

trades under the efficient supervision and kind care

of Mr. John II. Wright. Most of them have been

taught to seat cane-bottom chairs so well, as to under-

take the work sent us from private families or from the

factories, and several have been instructed in the making
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of brooms. A few have also devoted part of their time

to making mattresses in the workshop for adult blind

persons.

Lessons in the conduct of actual business, and in the

knowledge that can be directly applied to trades and

arts, have not been neglected.

Arrangements will soon be made to teach advanced

pupils who are endowed with a certam degree of

mechanical skill, to upholster and repair parlor furni-

ture.

The hours of manual labor are so arranged as not to

interfere with school or musical duties, and fill vacant

time wliich might otherwise be to some extent wasted.

//.— Workrooms for the Girls.

The female pupils have been regularly employed

in various branches of handicraft. They have been

taught to sew and knit, by hand and machine, and to

manufacture various kinds of bead, worsted, and crochet

fancy-work of great beauty and graceful patterns, which

help to develop the mechanical faculties, and to give

dexterity and quickness to the hand. Their workrooms

have been skilfully and faithfully managed by Miss

A. J. Dillingham, who displays a great deal of inge-

nuity and patience in contriving and introducing new

designs.

Our girls are moreover trained to feel a high respect

for domestic duties, and a generous ambition to be fully

qualified for them. Every one is brought up with the

feeling that it is an honor to be well versed in all the

peculiar handicraft of women, and a disgrace to be defi-

cient in it. To sew neatly, to do a variety of fancy-
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work, to make a \)cd |)ro])orlv. to set a table tastefully,

to arrange and keej) a room in good order, and to be

helpful and expert in all domestic duties, are iiidis])en-

sable factors in the education of our girls. A [)art of

their time is daily devoted to manual labor and to

domestic employments. They are re([uired to assist in

the house-work, and to give to it all the time that can

be spared from study, music, or recreation.

The idea that manual labor is derogatoiT to a lady's

dignity is absurd. It is based upon mere vanity, and

leads to idleness and all the evils attendant thereupon.

It betrays ignorance of human nature and of the prime

factors of human happiness, and is condemned alike by

history and common sense. Homer tells us of prin-

cesses drawing water from the springs, and washing wdth

their o^^^ll hands the linest linen of their families. C"ly-

tsemnestra, wife of Agamemnon, was an expert in weav-

ing and in various domestic occupations. Penelope from

the departure of her husband, Ulysses, for Ilium, until

his return to Ithaca, employed herself in weaving.

Omphale, queen of Lydia, used to card wool and spin in

the midst of her attendant maidens. In latter times,

the wife of George III. of England has been repre-

sented as spending an evening in hemming pocket hand-

kerchiefs, while her daughter Mary sat in the corner

darning stockings. Catherine the Great presented ^'ol-

taire with an elegantly constructed box made with her

own hands. The Princess of Wales devoted a part of

her time daily to needle-work, even while travelling in

Egypt.

If in all times and all countries ladies of the highest

rank have not thought it beneath their dignity to work
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with their hands, surely such ideas ought not to be

allowed to grow on a purely republican soil, under the

beneficent influences of a civilization, the most impor-

tant characteristic of which is the development of indi-

viduality in the fulness of its independence and the

completeness of its humanity.

No effort has ever been spared to impress upon the

minds of our female pupils, by precept and example, the

importance of manual labor, and the promise of its

abundant fruitage, if properly cultivated. True, there

are but few profitable employments at which blind girls

can work advantageously ; but there are many occupa-

tions which will help them to beguile their solitary

hours, to strengthen their sense of self-reliance and their

feeling of independence, and to secure the development

of the muscles, a point which they are too apt to

neglect.

The United States Centennial Commission decreed

last year to our female pupils an award for various

articles of handicraft, which, according to the report of

the judges, " shows well-matured plans and good work,

placing it in the first rank of this class of institutions."

Increase of Blindness and its Causes.

The stern figures of statistics, collected and arranged

by competent medical authorities, tell the sad story that

blindness is on the increase, and that a large number of

pupils and students in our schools and universities are

afflicted with impaired or imperfect vision.

According to these statistics, in some parts of New

England the number of blind persons has been almost

doubled, while there is hardly any increase in the popu-
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latioii. Of the students entering the freshmen chiss at

Harvard University, 30 per centum were found to be

myoi)ic. Of a similar class entering Amherst College,

28 per centum suffered from myopia. Of the children

in the grammar school of a neighbormg city between

the ages of 10 and 15, about 20 i)er centum were

found to have defective sight. Here in Boston the num-

ber of little blind chilchen coming under my notice is

much larger than formerly ; and I doubt not, that care-

fully prepared statistics would prove that at least 20 per

centum of the pupils in the public schools are afHicted

either with sore eyes or defective vision. This is a most

alarming thing, and ought to be properly iuAestigated,

in order that the root of the evil may be struck at, and

the baneful effects of the infii*mity warded off.

I am not thoroughly prepared to enter into a scientific

examination of the subject, and to give an account of

the causes which produce such fearful effects. But I

may here say, in a few words, that if our records show

any thing, it is that the causes of this evil are mostly

pre-natal, and that intemperance on the part of the par-

ents, in its broadest meaning, ill-assorted marriages, and

departure from the natural laws in the modes of livmg

and acting, besides bringing on so much misery, are

the prime factors of blindness or weakness of sight.

Tobacco as a Cause of Blindness.

Among the many and various causes of blindness

kno^^^l to oculists, a new one has recently been re-

corded,— the excessive use of tobacco.

An English physician, Dr. llobert C. Newton, Jr.,

clinical assistant at the ophthalmic hospital in London,

13
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published some time since a paper on this subject, show-

ing that a peculiar form of affection of vision is undoubt-

edly produced by the use of tobacco. As will be seen

by the following extracts from his article, his investiga-

tion of this matter is thorough, his statements clear, and

his conclusions sound.

" Within the last few years," says Dr. Newton, " a

condition of the optic discs has been noticed, which,

from its favorable results under treatment, has led to

special investigation concerning its etiology.

" As the persons in whom the lesion has been noticed

are men, and users of tobacco, this particular form of

impau'ed vision has been ascribed to the toxic effects of

the narcotic weed. . .
." In all cases of this kind,

after the use of tobacco has been discontinued, the

vision remains as before, or, at any rate, is destroyed

no further ; and, after the lapse of six weeks or two

months, begins to improve, while at the expiration of six

months the patient's sight is normal, or nearly restored.

•' All other forms of atrophy of the optic nerve," adds

Dr. Newton, " progress to blindness sooner or later, as

the case may be ; but sight is never stationary for any

length of time, nor does it ever become good again,

while in tobacco atrophy it becomes nearly, if not per-

fectly, restored. Treatment is entirely secondary. It

can only assist the cure, but not 'effect it alone ; for, if

the tobacco is not discontinued, the atrophy will follow

the course of all others, and end in total blindness."

Dr. Hasket Derby, of this city, published in " The

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal," Nov. 5, 1874:, an

able article on the same subject, from which I copy the

following extracts :
—
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'' Tt h;is for somo tinio Ixhmi l^no^Ml tli;it tlic loiit^-

continucd, excossive use of alroliol oi- tol)af(o soinc-

timcs gives rise to a peculiar affectiou of the vision.

Its acutencss slowly and regularly diminishes. 'J'iiere is

no contraction of the visual field, no break in its con-

tinuity ; l)ut distant and near objects grow gradually

indistinct, the ]iatient often using tlie expression, that

every thing about him is envelo])ed in a gradually thick-

ening mist, (ilasses are found of no jivail for distant

objects, though convex lenses for a time sustain the

failing powers of the eye for the near. But reading

and writing finally become impossible. Ultimately, if

the disease progresses, the patient is unable to guide

himself about, and blindness may ensue. During all

this time, there is no change in the external appearance

of the eye. The ophthalmoscope alone reveals a change

at fu'st, a degree of congestion of the optic nerve;

towards the end, an atrophic degeneration of the same.

" This is the true amhli/opia potatorum, or, more prop-

erly, alcohol not being its only cause, amhJijopia ex ahu.su.

I have had the curiosity to look through my ovn\ records

in order to ascertain the comparative frequency of its

occurrence. It occurred ;V2 times among 6,602 pa-

tients— about .8 per cent. In hospital practice, I am

satisfied it occurs more frequently Of my 52 cases, 16

proceeded from the abuse of tobacco alone, five from

that of alcohol. 'Jl from both combined."

These statements based upon the results of careful

observation and enlightened experience, leave no doubt

that a peculiar affection of vision is caused by the

excesssve use of tobacco.

But, be this as it may. it is an incontrovertible fact,
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that the use of this filthy weed is injurious to health,

incompatible with cleanliness, and offensive to decency.

It is equally repulsive to the outward senses and dis-

gusting to the inward tastes. It poisons and deranges

the nervous system, and causes serious diseases. Dr.

Woodward, the distinguished philanthropist and physi-

cian, while superintendent of the hospital for the insane

at Worcester, paid considerable attention to the injuri-

ous effects of the use of tobacco ; and from his views

on the subject, published in one of his early reports, I

copy the following extracts :
—

" Tobacco is a powerful narcotic agent ; and its use

is very deleterious to the nervous system, producing

tremors, vertigo, faintness, palpitation of the heart, and

other serious diseases. That tobacco certainly produces

insanity, I am not able positively to observe ; but that

it produces a predisposition to it, I am fully confident.

Its influence upon the brain and nervous system gener-

ally is hardly less obvious than that of alcohol, and, if

used excessively, is equally injurious. The young are

particularly susceptible to the influence of these nar-

cotics. If a young man becomes intemperate before he

is twenty years of age, he rarely lives to thu'ty. If a

young man uses tobacco while the system is greatly sus-

ceptible to its influence, he will not be likely to escape

injurious effects that will be developed sooner or later

;

and both diminish the enjoyments of life and shorten its

period.

" The very general use of tobacco among young men

at the present day is alarming, and shows the ignorance

and devotion of the devotees of this dangerous practice

to one of the most virulent poisons of the vegetable
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world, '^riic testimony of medical men of the most

respectable character conld he qnoted to any extent to

sustain these views of the deleterious influence of this

dang^erous narcotic.

" Ur. Hush says of tobacco :
' It impairs appetite,

produces dyspepsia, tremors, vertigo, headache, and epi-

lepsy. It injures the voice, destroys the teeth, and

imparts to the complexion a disagreeable, dusky brown.'

"Dr. Boerhaave says that 'since the use of tobacco

has been so general in Europe the number of h}-pochon-

di'iacal and consumptive com})laints has increased by

its use.'

" Dr. Cullen says :
' I have knoT\Ti a small quantity,

snufl"ed up the nose, to produce giddiness, stupor, and

vomiting. There are many instances of its more violent

eff"ects, even of its proving a mortal poison.'

" Dr. Darwin says :
' It produces diseases of the sal-

ivary glands and the pancreas, and injures the power of

digestion, by occasioning the person to spit off the saliva

which he ought to swallow.'

" Dr. Chapman says :
' Two young men were in suc-

cession brought to me for advice, whom I found in a

state of insanity very much resembling delirium tremens.

Each had chewed and smoked tobacco to excess, though

perfectly temperate as regarded drink. The further

account given me was, that, in early life, ado})ting this

bad practice, it grew with then- growth. Dyspepsia soon

occurred, attended by great derangement of the nervous

system, and, ultimately, the mania I have mentioned.

But I have also seen the same condition veiT speedily

induced.'

"
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Such is the testimony of medical authorities on the

deleterious effects of the use of tobacco in any form.

The practice of chewing is undoubtedly the most

unpleasant of all, and is never indulged in in places of

amusement or in public conveyances without downright

injustice to others. This jjractice, objectionable as it is

everywhere and in all men, is particulary so Avhen car-

ried on in institutions of learning, and by persons who,

on account of a defective organization, are apt to suffer

extremely from its poisonous effects.

For these and many other reasons the use of tobacco

in any form is strictly forbidden by our rules ; and I take

great pleasure in reporting that our pupils are free from

habits which are too common in our days.

Closing Observations.

In submitting this Heport, gentlemen, to your forbear-

ing and indulgent consideration, I beg leave to put on

record my obligations to the matron, teachers, house-

keepers, and attendants of this establishment for then*

cordial support and earnest co-operation in the manage-

ment of its affahs. I feel great satisfaction in stating

that the high moral tone of the household, the prevail-

ing spirit of good-will and kindness among its numerous

members, and the trusting and friendly relations exist-

ing between the pupils and those who have charge of

them, are brought about by the gentle but fhm influence

exerted by the above-named officers.

Finally, I would deshe to express my sincere thanks

to you, gentlemen, for the kindness and coui'tesy which

you have been pleased to manifest towards me, and to
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assure voii tliat no oarnrst eiulravor shall !)(> waiitiiii;- on

my part to merit the contmuance of \]\c coiifidiMue which

von have so ^•eneronsly awarded me.

llcspcctfully snhniittcMl hy

M. ANAGNOS,
Director.





APPENDIX.

ACKNOWLEDG MENTS

.

Grateful acknowledgments are herewith returned to the editors

and |)r()prietors of the following reviews, magazines, and weekly or

semi-monthl}' papers, for copies sent gratuitously to the Institution

during the past year :
—

Unitarian Review, .... Boston, Mass.

The Journal of Speculative Philosophy, . St. Louis, Mo.

The New Englander, .

Lippincott's Magazine,

The Atlantic Monthly

Wide Awake, .

The Nurser}',

The Nation,

The Christian Union,

The Literary World, .

The Golden Rule,

Dwight's Journal of Music,

The Folio,

Saturday F^vening Gazette

The Eclectic

Neio Haven, Conn.

Philadelphia, Penn.

Boston, Mass.

New York City.

Boston, Mass.

Neiv York City.

The Goodson Gazette, Virginia Institute for Deaf and

Dumb, and Blind.

The Tablet, West Virginia Institute for Deaf and Dumb,

and Blind.

Philomathean Argus, . Ohio Institution for the Blind.

These pul)lications have been a great source of instruction and

pleasure to our pupils, and we bog of their generous editors and

proprietors the continuance of these favors.

14
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Acknowledgments for Musical Privileges.

We are also placed under renewed obligations to the following

societies, artists, and managers for having permitted our pupils to

attend the best concerts, rehearsals, recitals, matinees, operas,

and oratorios given in the citv :
—

To Mr. John S. D wight, president of the Harvard Musical

Association, for season tickets to the sj-mphony concerts and

admission to the public rehearsals of the same, a privilege which

the pupils of this Institution have enjoyed at his hands from

the beginning of these concerts.

To Mr. C. C. Perkins, president of the Handel and Haydn

Society, for the privilege of attending three oratorios and the

public rehearsal of a fourth.

To Mr. Orlando Tompkins for admitting, in his generous way,

parties in unlimited numbers to seven operas.

To Ml'. Theodore Thomas, for allowing our pupils to attend two

of his concerts.

To Mr. A. P. Peck, superintendent of the Music Hall, for fifty

tickets to the concert of Miss Emma Abbott.

To Mr. George L. Osgood, for admission to one concert and to

several rehearsals of the Boylston Club.

To the School Board of the City of Boston, for the privilege of

attending the public school festival.

To Mr. W. H. Sherwood, for admission to the concert of Miss

F. Kellogg.

To the following distinguished artists for admitting our pupils

to their classical chamber concerts : Mr. Ernst Perabo, to one
;

Mr. Hugo Leonhard, to two ; the Mendelssohn Quintette Club, to

two ; Madame Essipoff, to four ; Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Sherwood,

to four. The latter artist was so kind as to make two visits to

the Institution for the sole purpose of pla3'ing to the pupils and

forming their acquaintance. On the second of these visits she

was accompanied by Mr. Sherwood, and gave a superb piano

recital, to the delight of our inmates.

Mr. Eugene Tha3'er, assisted by his pupils, resumed, during the

spring, his classical organ recitals in the hall of the Institution,
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var^'ing them in an interesting manner ])y ])rief and s[ncy lectures

on the great organs and organists of Europe, and on church music.

In expressing my heartfelt thanks to the above ladies and gen-

tlemen and tlieir associates for the kindness and generosity which

they have shown to the musical students of tliis Institution, I heg

leave to assure them that they could hardly find more appreciative

hearers upon whom to bestow their most valuable favoi-s.

!M. Anagnos.
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ISTO IH-

Detailkd Statkmkxt oi" Tki:asi;uki{'.s Account.

Dr.

To liiilance due Treasurer, Sept. ;}(), l.S7(J. . . S3, 848 21

drafts of the Auditors of Accounts . . . 58,148 83

repairs and insurance on real estate . . . (539 38

loan secured by mortt,^'it^e ..... 5,000 00

cash on hand Sept. 29, 1877 .... 2,830 75

1876.

Oct. 2.

Nov. 2.

25.

Deo. 4.

1877.

Jan. 3.

12.

12.

17.

31.

Apr. 3.

30.

S70,473 17

Cr.

By cash from State of ^Massachusetts . . . S7,500 00

from State of New Hampshire . . . 2,100 00

from Boston & Providence R. R. dividend . 120 00

from N. Y. Central R. R. coupons . . 1.50 00

from rents 88 00

from State of Massachusetts . . . 7, .500 00

from Fitchburg 11. R. dividends . . . 120 00

fi'om rents . . . . . . . 271 90

from sale of N. Y. Central II. R. bonds . 5,000 50

from M. Anagnos, Director, as per following:

from town of Richmond, account

Woodmansie girls . . . $24 60

income of legacy to Laura Bridgman 130 00

A. W. Lowe, account of daughter . 25 00

Townof Dedham, acc'tMary O'llare 20 75

sale of books in raised jirint . . 42 79

receipts of woi'k depai'tment:—
For October . . SI,042 03

November . . 1,255 40

December . . 1,095 86

3,393 29

From interest on mortgage notes

State of Massachusetts .

rents .....
M. Anagnos, Director, as per following: —
income of legacy to Laura Bridgman

sale of books .....
Laura Bridgman, acc't of engravings

sale of writing tablets

of brooms, acc't of Boys' Shop

of old barrels, &c.

of admission tickets .

tunin? ......

3,630 43

833 34

7,.")00 00

255 49

S'
—
S70 00

55 70

2 00

11 62

96 57

45 48

.32 81

80 00

Amounts carried forward S394 1SS35,135 66
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Amounts brought forward S394 18135,135 66

1877.

Apr. 30. From receipts of work department :
—

For January . . $1,352 99

February . . 342 66

March . . . 1,069 12

2,7G4 77

June 27. From return premium Mechanics' Mut. Ins. Co

July 2.

3.

25.

31.

Aug. 16.

Sept. 29.

State of Massachusetts .

rents .....
M. Anagnos, Director, as per following:

sale of books in raised print .

City of Boston, tuning school pianos

H. T. Bray, account of board and

tuition......
receipts of work department:—
For April . . . $945 41

May . . . 1,109 52

June . . . 1,497 44

3,158 95

Co. 144 60

7,500 00

• 275 27

ng:—
135 00

200 00

200 00

3,552 37

Boston & Providence R. E.. dividend

Fitcliburg R. R. .

interest on mortgage notes

State of Rhode Island

of New Hampshire

of Maine

of Vermont .

of Connecticut

M. Anagnos, Director, as per following:

State of Rhode Island, account Henry

Lanergan ....
sale of boat ....
J. B. Winsor, account of son .

income of legacy to Laura Bridgman

sale of books in raised print .

of admission tickets

.

of old barrels, junk, &c. .

of writing tablets

of brooms, acc't boys' shop

of soap-grease

tuning .....
town of Brimfield, ac't Geo. Needham
salesroom, for board of clerk and

saleswoman.....
salesroom, use of horse and wagon,

one year . .

$20 00

24 00

300 00

50 00

244 14

36 26

11 14

19 15

70 29

43 53

80 50

2 00

189 85

200 00

3,987 37

90 00

120 00

750 00

2,375 00

3,075 00

3,625 00

1,500 00

4,425 00

Amounts carried forward .11,290 86 $66,161 85
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1877.
Amounts hruiKjhl forward . .81,200 8f>

Receipts of work di'i)artment:-_

For July ^U-,\) -A

August . 701 <J7

September . 1,306 28
Q AOfi \(\

4,311 32

870.173 17

Analysis of Tiieasurf:i{'s Account.
The Treasurer's Account shows that the total receipts during

the year were $70,473 17

Ordimiry Receipts.

From the State of Massachusetts .... 830,000 00
beneficiaries of other States and individuals 17,944 35
interest, coupons, and rents . . . 3,074 00

§51,018 35

Extraordinary Receipts.

From work department for sale of articles manu-
factured by the blind

sale of N. Y. Central R. R. bonds

of books in raised jjrint

tuning pianos .....
sale of writing tablets....

of brooms, account boys' shop

of admission tickets

of old barrels, junk, soap-grease, kc

of one-half share of boat

net premium Mechanics'^ Mut. Ins. Co.

salesroom for use of horse and wagon one year

for board of clerks

. 812,730 89

. 5,000 50

377 63

360 50

30 77

166 86

GO 07

100 15

L'4 00

144 60

r 200 00

189 85

19,454 82

870,473 17

General Analysis of the Steward's Account.
Dr.

Balance of draft on hand, Oct. 1, 1876 . . . 8498 92

Receipts from Treasurer on Auditor's drafts . . 58,148 83

Less balance of draft on hand, Oct. 1, 1877

$58,647 75

485 16

$58,162 59

Cr.

Ordinary expenses, as per schedule annexed . .$37,071 01

Extraordinary expenses, as per schedule annexed . 20,191 58

-$5S,162 59
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Analysis of Expenditures for the Year ending Sept. 30, 1877,

AS PER Steward's Account.

Meat, 31,001 lbs S3,271 48
Fish, 4,540 lbs. . . . . 275 29
Butter, 4,242 lbs 1,315 53
Rice, sa.cjo, etc., 371 lbs. 49 61
Bread, flour, meal, etc. •1,048 30
Potatoes and other vegetables 714 73
Fruit 223 76
Milk, 19,201 qts 1,096 04
Sugar, 5,133 lbs 585 72
Tea and coffee, 455 lbs. 149 62
Other groceries ..... 681 81
Siuidry articles of consumption . 218 31
Gas and oil . 403 50
Coal and wood 1,745 84
Salaries, superintendence, and instruction 13,904 09
Domestic wages 3,879 00
Outside aid 161 62
Medicine and drugs .... 17 70
Furniture and bedding.... 1,121 29
Clothing and mending .... 14 16
Musical instruments .... 832 72
Expenses of stable .... 543 34

of boys' shop 157 18
of printing office . 58 75

Books, stationery, apparatus, etc. 2,282 97
Ordinary construction and repairs 1,406 16
Taxes (water, &c.) .... 502 28
Insurance ...... 545 25
Travelling expenses . . 87 67
Rent of office in town .... 250 00
Board of man and clerk during vacation 88 56

of blind man .... 42 85
Expenses of tuning department . 250 08
Sundries 45 80

$37,971 01
Extrnordinary Expenses.

Extraordinary construction and repairs . . $4,986 30
Bills to be refunded 86 32
Expenses of work department .... 15,118 96

20,191 58

$58,162 59
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General AnsTiiACT of Accoxtxt of Work Dki-autmext,

October 1, 1877.

LiahU'U'iex.

Due Institution for investments at sundry times

since the first date §31,040 23

Excess of expenditures over receipts . . . 2,388 07

Due sundry individuals 030 50

837,370 80

AssetX.

Stock on IuukI October 1, 1877 .... !i?4,078 87

Debts due 1,271 18

.5.0.50 05

831.420 75

Balance against work department October 1, 1877 . . .831,420 75
" " " " October 1, 1870 . . . 20,677 48

Cost of carrying on workshop 81,740 27

Dr.

Cash received for sales, &c., dui-ing the year . .$12,730 89

Excess of expenditures over receipts . . . 2,888 07

815,118 96

Cr.

Liabilities of October 1, 1870 .... 81,70658

Salaries and wages paid blind persons . . . 3,227 23

seeing persons . . . 2,091 29

Sundries for stock, &c 7,103 86

-815,118 96

15
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Account of Stock, October, 1877.

Real estate - $252,100 CO

Railroad stock ...... - 7,930 00

Notes secured by mortgage.... - 25,000 00

Cash - 3,321 91

Household furniture ..... - 16,581 41

Provisions and supplies .... - 524 76

Wood and coal ...... - 1,650 09

INIusical department, viz. :

One large organ ..... $5,500 GO

Three small organs .... 730 00

Forty-one pianos ..... 9,742 00

Violins ...... 200 00

Brass and reed instruments . 1,926 53
18,098 53

Books in printing office .... - 1,000 00

Stereotype plates - 840 12

School furniture and apparatus .
- 3,060 00

Musical library - 600 00

Library of books in common type - 900 00

Library of books in raised typo .
- 5,000 00

Boys' shop ....... - 145 49

Stable and tools , . , . , .
- 1,064 75

Boat "" 20 00

$337,837 06
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LIST OF KMIJUSSEIJ Ji(JOKS

Printed at the Pn-fcins Inslilutinn au'l Man^nrhmplta School fur the Blintl.

TIT 1. K o 1' li DO K .

Lardner's Universal History .

Howe's fJeoijraphy

Howe's Atlas of the Islands *

Howe's Blind Child's First Book *

Howe's Blind Child's Second Book*
Howe's Blind Child's Third Book*
Howe's Blind Child's Fourth Book*
First Table of Lonaritlnns

Astronomical Dictionary

lludiments of Natural Philosophy*
riiilosophy of Natural History

Guyot's Geography
Cyclopedia .....
Natural Theology ....
Combe's Constitution of Man
PojKvs Essay on i\Ian * .

Baxter's Call ....
Book of Proverbs ....
Book of Psalms ....
New Testament (small)

Book of Common Prayer
Hymns for the Blind* .

Pilgrim's Progress....
LitV' of >Melanciithon

Old Curiosity Shop
Siiakespeare's "Hamlet" and '-Julius Ctesar

Hebrew ^Melodies and Childe Harold
History of United States

Child's History of England .

Selections from the AVorks of Sw-edenborg
Memoir of Dr. Samuel G. Howe ...
Cutter's Anatomy, Physiology, and Hygiene, in press

S4 00
2 50
3 00

25
25
25
25
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

3 00
3 25

3 00

82 75
1 50

1 75

2 75

2 75
2 50
2 50
2 50

75
00
75
00
75
75
00
00
00
00
50
75

SO 15
1 25
1 00
3 75

Writing-cards .......
Braille's French Tablets, with cloth bed
Braille's New Tablets, with cloth bed .

Daisy Tablet

Complete Set of Wall Maps, in relief. — Europe, size 61 X 49 inches;

Asia, 52 x -18; Afkica, 01x49; Uxitkd States, 00x47; South
America, 52 X 47; Oce.\xic.\, 00 X 50. The Map of the World, both

mercator and globular, 51 X 48. Price, S38.00 apiece.

Set of dissected maps.—Europe, 30x32; Asia, 33x31; Africa,

30x32; South America, 33x27. Price, §2.5.00 apiece. Uxited
States, 51 x 47. Price, 830.00.

N.B. Maps of any size can be promptly made to order. (See p. 69.)

Books loaned gratuitously to any blind person who offers sufiBcient

security that they will not be abused, and will be returned.

• Stereotyped.
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LIST OF BOOKS AND MUSIC

Printed and Appliances made hy the British and Foreign Association for

promoting the Education and Employment of the Blind.

[The prices quoted are in English coin.]

dinary type

Books Embossed in Braille Type.

" Key to Braille reading and writing "

" Key to Braille reading," for the seeing, in or

" Hymns for Advent " ....
" The Sacrifice," &c., by George Herbert

"Birds of Passage," and other poems
" Anecdotes of Dogs" ....
"John Gilpin"
" Village Blacksmith," and " Psalm of Life "

" The Sparrow's Nest," &c.

"ThePoplar Field," &c

Milton's Samson Agonistes

Braille Alphabet

The Lord's Prayer

The Lord's Prayer (in contracted Braille)

Exercises on the first ten letters

Multiplication-table . . .

Addition-table ..-.;..
Spelling-Book

Primer

First Royal Reader (Nelson's series)

Second Royal Reader " "

Music.

Czerney, Op. 821

Selections from Hamilton ....
The first two of six progressive Sonatinas {dementi')

Seven Hymn Tunes— ancient and modern

Embossed Key to Musical Notation .

The same in ordinary type, for the seeing

Musical Characters used by the seeing, embossed

Braille Index to Musical Characters .

Musical Alphabet

Geography.

Eastern Hemisphere

Western Hemisphere

Guide to Hemispheres

05 Qd.

^
6

6

6

6

6

3

3

3

5

Oi

0^

Q^

^
^
^

4

G

1 9

4

Is . 0(Z.

9

9

G

G

2

6

G

^

Is . Od

1

1 6
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Map of Europe

Map of Europe, plaiu

Guide to Europe

!Map of Eugland, showing moun
]\Iap of England, elementary, w
]\Iap of Australia

Map of Australia, plain

Guide to Australia

Map of Palestine

Guide to Palestine

]\Iap of South America

Guide to South America

Map of Ireland .

Guide to Ireland

.

^lap of United States

Guide to United States

INIap of Scotland

Guide to Scotland

Globes (made in Berlin)

Countries visited by St. Paul

Guide to Countries visited by St

tains

ith index

Paul

l.«,- (Ul

(J

1

;i (i

•J

1

f;

3

2

2

2

2

i

;3

(3

a

G

•JO

f)

G

Frame and Style for writing Braille ,35. Od.

Franie and Style for writing Braille, for pocket . . . . 1 G

Style 1

Cards for pencil-writing . . . . . . . . Oi
The Education and Employment of the Blind, by T. R. Armi-

tage, M.D 2 G

The above books and appliances can be had at this Institu-

tion at actual cost.
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TERMS OF ADMISSION.

Young blind persons, of good moral character, can be ad-

mitted to the school by paying |300 per annum. This sum
covers all expenses, except for clothing ; namely, board,

washing, the use of books, musical instruments, &c. The
pupils must furnish their own clothing, and pay their own
fares to and from the Institution. The friends of the pupils

can visit them whenever they choose.

Indigent blind persons, of suitable age and character, be-

longing to Massachusetts, can be admitted gratuitously, b}^

application to the governor for a warrant.

The following is a good form, though any other will do:—
" To His Excellency the Governor :

" Sir,—My son (or daughter, or nephew, or niece, as the case maybe)
named , and aged , cannot be instructed in the common schools,

for want of sight. I am unable to pay for the tuition at the Perkins

Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind, and I request that

your Excellency will give a warrant for free admission.

" Very res^iectfully, ."

The application may be made by any relation or friend, if

the parents are dead or absent.

It should be accompanied by a certificate from one or more

of the selectmen of the town, or aldermen of the city, in this

form :
—

" I hereby certify that, in my opinion, Mr. is not a wealthy

person, and that he cannot afford to pay $300 per annum for his child's

instruction. (Signed) ."

There should be a certificate, signed by some regular phy-

sician, in this form :
—

" I certify that, in my opinion, has not sufficient vision to be

taught in common schools; and that he is free from epilepsy, and from

any contagious disease. (Signed) —

^

."

These papers should be done up together, and forwarded

to the Director of the Institution for the Blind,

South Boston^ Mass.
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An ()l)ligatioii will be required from some responsible per-

sons, that the })U])il shall Le kept projx-rly supplied with

decent clothing, shall he })rovided inr (hiring vacations, and

shall he removed, without exi)ense to the Institution, when-

ever it may be desirable to discharge him.

The usual period of tuition is from five to seven years. In-

digent blind persons residing in Maine, New Hampshire, Ver-

mont, Connecticut, and Rhode Island, by applying as above

to the Governor, or the " Secretary of State," in their respect-

ive States, can obtain warrants for free admission.

The relatives or friends of the blind who may be sent to

the Institution are requested to furnish information in answer

to the following questions :
—

1. Wliat is the iiuiiie and aga of the applicant?

2. Where born ?

3. Was he born blind? If not, at what age was his siglit impaired?

4. Is the blindness total, or partial?

5. What is the supposed cause of the blindness ?

6. Has he ever been subject to fits?

7. Is he now in good health, and free from eruptions and contagious

diseases of the skin ?

8. lias he ever been to school? If yes, where?

9. What is the general moi-al character of the applicant?

10. Of what country was the father of the applicant a native ?

11. What was the general bodily condition and health of the father,

—

was he vigorous and healthy, or the contrary?

12. Was the father of tlie applicant ever subject to fits or to scrofula?

13. Were all his senses perfect?

14. Was he always a temperate man ?

15. About how old was he when the applicant was born?

16. Was there any known peculiarity in the family of the father of the

applicant; that is, were any of the grandparents, parents, uncles, aunts,

brothers, sisters, or cousins, blind, deaf, or insane, or afflicted with any

infirmity of body or mind ?

17. If dead, at what age did the father die, and of what disorder?

18. Where was the mother of the applicant born ?

19. What was the general bodily condition of the mother of the appli-

cant, — strong and healthy, or the contrary?

"20. AVas she ever subject to scrofula or to fits ?

'21. AVei'e all her senses perfect?

22. Was she always a temperate women ?

23. About how old was she when the applicant was born?

24. How many children had she before the applicant was born ?

25. Was she related by blood to her husband? If so, in what degree,

— first, second, or third cousins?
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26. If dead, at what age did she die, and of what disorder?

27. Was there any known peculiarity in her family; that is, were any

of her grandparents, parents, uncles, aunts, sisters, brothers, children, or

cousins, either blind, or deaf, or insane, or afflicted with any infirmity of

body or mind?

28. AVhat are the pecuniary means of the parents or immediate rela-

tives of the applicant?

29. How much can they afford to pay towards the support and educa-

tion of the applicant ?

For further particulars, address M. Akagnos, Dieector

OF THE iNSTiTUTiOiSr EOK THE Blind, iSouth JBoston, Mass.




